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PREFACE

One of the greatest arts in the world
today
la teaching people -to live.
Teaching la an art
based upon science— the science of
education.
The technique used by

te-

ohera is of the greatest

Importance In the education of children.

The

value of any method of teaching is to be
estimated
by its contribution to a realization
of the alms

of education.

All teaching must consider the social purpose of education.

Our primary purpose la the con-

sideration of pupil growth and development.

We

nust train puplla along lines which will insure
the greatest growth and development and which

will beat suit them to meet life situations after
they have left the school room.

One of the moat valuable assets which
person can have is
nishes him with

a

a

love for good books.

a

It fur-

means of overcoming ennui.

It

furnishes him with correct attitudes and ideals
and develops his character along worttntlle lines.
It is the duty of the school to instill this

love of good books In the pupils.

process, but very worthwAle.
while

It Is a slow

That it is worth-

Is evidenced by the increasing interest shown

ii

by educators and school systems
in making the
teaching of literature for
appreciation the primary
objective.
It is the purpose in this thesis
to set forth

the true function of literature
in the development
and growth of the personalities and
characters of

the pupils; to present clearly and
cogently what

appreciation is; to discuss methods of teaching
literature for the development of appreciation;
and to interpret data on appreciation
and the

methods of securing it in school systems
from all
over the country.
A part of the educational theory and
practice

presented in this study la the result of a few
years' practical experience with the cooperation

of competent teachers in various school systems.
It is presented in an effort to clarify and unify

the teaching of literature for appreciation, and
to suggest such activities as will be most effective

In the growth and development of attitudes and ideals
for the desired pupil growth.
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CHAPTER

I

THE MEANING AND FUNCTION OF
LITERA

As all life proceeds from an
e-nbryo, so, too,
this discussion must necessarily
proceed
from a

definition.

The word 'literature'

la

ao familiar

that It Is felt the knowledge of
the term Is clear.
In order to accomplish the
purpose of this thesis
which Is to set forth the real meaning
of appreciation and the means to secure it in
the teaching of literature, it seems that an
understanding
of the real meaning of literature is a
fundamental
neoesslty.
It is believed that a great deal
of
the diversity of opinion as to the meaning
of

appreciation arises from an inadequate understanding of the term 'literature' and of its function.
A careful study of many of the definitions

which have been formulated leads to the conclusion
that these definitions illustrate the subject

literature

— rather

than define It.

They are des-

criptions rather than definitions, dealing with
facts or truths about liter ture, rather than with
liter- ture itself in its essential nature and spirit.

Let an examination be made of one or two of these.

Henry Hallam, the historian of literature,
tersely speaks of it as "knowledge Imparted through books."
"H

iia-iiam's juitorrry ni story
'

dp:,

iti 3

ff.

This is defective because it
fails to differentiate
the Imaginative knowledge
from factual knowledge.

According to Stopford E. Brooke,

M

By literature, we mean the written
thoughts and feelings of

intelligent

m^n

and women, arranged in a way
which
will give pleasure to the reader."
He emphasizes

Pleasure or aesthetic enjoyment
of the author.

m

the chief aim

He means aesthetic pleasure when

he adds "prose is not

iter ture unless it have

style and character, and be written
with curious
care." The word 'character' which
he includes as

requisite for prose means artistic character,
and by 'curious care' he means persistent
attention
to technique which characterized such
a writer of
prose as Matthew Arnold and such a poet as
Alexa

ander Pope.

latthew Arnold remarks that "literature is
large word.

a

It may mean everything written with

letters or printed in a book, as Euclid's elem ents.
2

or Newton's Prlnclola ".

It is the substance of

the art rather than a definition which he gives.

The French critic, Vinet, says that "litem ture

embraces all those writings in which man reveaLs hinself synthetically to man."

3

The word 'synthetic' is

the pivot of his definition.
1^
2.

3.

He means, no doubt, that

Brooke's aarly English Literature
Arnold's Essays in Criticism and Culture and Anarchy
taken from English Prose of the Nineteenth
Century pg. 561 ff. Craig and Tho
Theodore "'. Hunt Lltera ure its Principles and
Problems pg. 22
1

—
-3aa synthesis in logic Is
the sum total of the
whole,
so. too, literature
expresses the sum total of
human

knowledge In condensed and
adjustable form. It
merely another way of saying
that literature is the
embodiment of thought ,hlch is
expressed in a manner
closely allied to the nature
of man.

U

U

From these definitions issue
certain conclusions:
Ml of them illustrate the subject
rather than

define it.

They are descriptions rsther
than definition; they d^al with faeii or
truths about literature, rather than with literature
Uailf in its essential nature and spirit.
2.

Further, they discuss but a part of
the ground

that is to be included in a full
definition; they
fail to give a complete resume of
the subject.
3.

They treat an extreme position.

They stete

that literature embodies all written
matter, or that
it is the mere art of pleasing through
artistic ex-

ecution.

The following definition by Theodore

Includes the essential points:

...

Hunt

"Literature is the

written expression of thought, through the imagination, feelings and taste, in such an untechnical
form as to make it intelligible and interesting to
1

the general mind."

English literature, consequently,

is the expression of English heritage to the mental
1.

Hunt, 'lheodore

v.'.

Liters lure its Prlnc iplos
Problems pg. 24
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and aesthetic faculties of the
English mind.
There
are included In t 1b definition
fundamental facts

necessary for a complete understanding
of the term.
Literature must be In written form.
1.
Oratory
or oral discourse, no matter how
excellent, is not
liters tare until It is put In written
form.
2.

The goal of literature is that it
not be con-

fined to any one field of learning.

untechnlcal.
but includ

s

prehensive.

It is to be

It is not a specialized knowledge,

general knowledge which must be comIt must be human and catholic and if

it is,

It will awaken a common response in man-

kind.

Thus, are eliminated text-books, analysis,

statistics, history, or chronicles in so far as
they are specialized and have that as their aim.

There is a place for the scientific in literature, but science in its technical end abstract

character is not literature, but is placed in a
separate and well-defined area.
a

De Quincy makes

distinction by dividing literature into two

classes:

literature of power and literature of

knowledge.

knowledge

:

"There is first, the literature of
and, secondly, the literature of power .

The function of the first is

tion of the second

is— to

— to

move:

teach

;

the func-

the first is a

rudder; the second, an oar or a sail.

The first

speaks to the mere discursive understanding; the

-5-

second speaks ultimately, it
may haopen, to the
higher understanding or reason,
but always through
affections of pleasure and sympathy."

Literature Is an expression of
thought.
The
writer is writing for man; his
Influence is from
mind to mind.
The writer has a message worthy
of
imparting; he doss not write merely
3.

to record

words.

Literature may have, and does have, plea-

sure as one of its ends, and yet, that
pleasure

must be of an exalted character and
need not be
frivolous.

Attractiveness in the method and pro-

cess of the presentation of prose and
verse should

be in the mind of the writer, yet, he does
not
have to slight the Intellectual element.

Litera-

ture should not be shallow and superficial.

There

may be style without substance, and substance
without style; the synthesis of the two is the ideal.
4.

The artistic in literature is important.

Thought alone cannot save a work to literature.
There must be media through which thought may be

expressed in a literary style.

These media are

imagination, feeling, and taste, and by the presence or absence of these, written discourse is

classified as literary or unlltertry.
Literature is work of the imagination.

There

must be in literature something which awakens a
~,

De Qulnoy

— The

Literature of Anowledgo and the
Literature of Power
op. cit. Craig and flthomas pg. 193

-6-

personal response In the
reader.

This response .ay
be secured through the
style of the writer.
The
style of an author very
often makes prosaic subject
matter unioue.
Experiences as a result of sensitiveness to style is what
gives us appreciation.
These words may have little
meaning for us. but
the arrangement of them may
alone seoure a response
in the reader.
Whenever thought is written
in a
form w.ich aooeals to our
Ideals, sen,. cllities
and tastes, rather than to
logical reason alone,
then it may be said that
literature exists.

Some books are more lltemry
than others because they Involve greater use of
imagination,

feeling and taste.

Those authors In w:;ose persona-

lity these qualities of the mind
are the most potent factors are the most literary.
So didactic

verse is not so llter-ry as lyric b cause
of its
lac': of imagination.
So, also, Pope's
3 say on

Criticism is too unimaginative and dispassionate
to be literary in the sense in which Paradise
Lost

Is literary.

It nttst be kept In mind, then, that

there are various degrees of literary writing.
It cannot be too strongly stated that literature is the revealer of the best that is in us

and that, therefore, it tends to bring out the
best in mankind.

It is the thought and soul of the

writer expressed In terms of his taste, and spiritual

-7Life, and It fails when it
does not stimulate and

refine the entire nature of aan.

One of the great-

eat functions of literature is
mental and moral

enfranchisement.

It frees the human faculties
and

forces from prejudice, passion,
selfishness, and
sordldness, and lifts the soul of man to
a plane
of higher thinking.
Shakespeare, Hilton, and

Tennyson are among those who have minified
their
office and given man food for his soul.

Having arrived at an understanding of what
literature really
do with it.

ia

,

the next problem is what to

What is its true function in society?

This function has been partly stated in the
pre-

ceding paragraph, but should be lore fully developed.
In order thst a teacher be able to develop

appreciation of literature in her classes it would
seem necessary that she have a complete understanding of the function of literature in

s-T,e

such terms

as stated in the preceding paragraphs.
In the pre-school age a certain amount of cog-

nitive knowledge has been Imbued in the child passively.

This material is not

m

ficient to enable

the child to cope effectively with our complex
life.

Much more knowledge is necessary and that

knowledge must be taught.
mass in order to 9ecure

a

It must be taught to the

common understanding.

It

is aoparent that this material of necessity be or-

ganized.

1* can no longer deoend uoon
the home for

this advanced learning.

Some Institution must im-

part this knowledge and as

a

result our schools

serve this purpose.

Schools exist, alone with
the hose and society,
to make mature human beings
out of the undeveloped
children and to transmit to them
their heritage.
All around the little child
are the complexities
of life.
He is, himself, insatiable
in his demand
for knowledge, skill, thought,
and lo
-e.

He is,

however, unconscious of his status
in the world.
All the institutions exist for hin
and because of
hi

These same Institutions depend for
existence
ipon what this child with the passing
years will
bring to th 5 m out of is own being.
Here are the
differentia between civilized and uncivilized
coun.

tries:

the savage is what he is secause of a dearth

of institutions.
The unnurtured child rust be trained to parti-

cipate in these institutions effectively and to
bring sonetlng to them which will promote

growth and advance civilization.

training consist of?

;7hat

their

shall this

It shall consist of a full

human existence in the present and this in turn is
colored by the past; both of these determine the
future.
a

The past created the present and to live

full human life today m=>ans a vitalizing con-

sciousness of the already discovered relations of

-9-

the past.

» e see the complexities around us and
It

is our t^re relations to all
t.ese that we munt aa-

oertain. make roal to

mm

consciousness and in our

lives,

if we are to be real part
icipants' in tals
present world.
We must earn our birthright,
and

transmit It, enlarged, ennobled,
to those who follow.
How is the new-born child to come
into consciousness of all these relatione and
enter upon his
true

inheritance?

Be can do tals only by contact with
the

related worlds and by experience with
them.
this exoerlence is already with him

Much of

In the form of

instincts, aptitudes, capacities and
tendencies.
Much
of it is secured as a member of a family
in an organized society, and b~ the natural processes
of physical,

Intellectual, emotional and roral development
in the
home life and the neighborhood life. However
much
he learns of his social heritage in the home, there
is still much which the Institution of home
cannot

teach hi- of other institutions,

here is where the

school performs its duty.

Primarily the school is an organization whose

controlling idea is to do In

a

few years consciously

and dellber- tely what the world had done unconsciously, blindly,

and with tremendous cost of, suffering

and death for the race.

Tills

m-ans that the school

must Imbue In its curriculum subjects which will

allow the Individual to come In contact with the

world so that his

can take them up, transform

his relations to them Into
experience, and .hue make
him grow through such knowledge
In character and power.
If the school does t:.is
successfully, the Indiv-

idual through this gro-th will
cone to a self-realization
and true self-poss-sslon.
He will adjust hi -self to
the complexities of life and use
these resources for
the furtherance of worthy ends.

Until the beginning of the nineteenth
century,
schools were more or less content with
the teaching
of the three R's.

With the advent of the nineteenth

century, the scientific and machine

change was Inevitable.

arte,

however,

a

The growing comolexltieB of

our suoer-civi ligation have necessitated

a

drastic

revision.

Institutions always lag a little behind the best

knowledge and thought of the time, yet always seek
to overtake them.

So now t-ere is the attempt to

make education telle so that plans may be made for
the future.

The nineteenth century added wonderfully

to our knowledge of our own genesis, development,

and actual -^lace in the universe.

It realized the

real and true piece of man in the world.

Han Is a

part of this Intricate life; akin to all, and de-

pendent on all, dependent, too as the animals on the
cosmic forces.

Man must know himself, as Plato said

and be able to live his life with
the comfort and

efficiency of one who had found hla

ti*re

place and

is adjusted to it; he mist have
knowledge of all this

related world, and the power that depends
on knowledge.

As a result of this great scientific
advance-

ment, man had to have

:do

e knowled e in order to par-

allel his civilization and thus the curriculum
in our
schools began to go through the process of great

change.

fflth the

development of the scientific era, it is

quite natural to find expression

through the neural sciences.

i.i

our curriculum

In doing this,

schools

-re furnishing material for the mind to use in its

o*n development, and are doing much to ensure its dev-

elopment along true

11.is.

The result sho.ild be an

encreasing number of minds bo organized that they are
paralled to
A

c!

t'.e

civilization in wl.ich they live.

aracteristic of this age is the desire for

knowledge for Its own sake,

a

desire to know for the

sake of knowing, and thereby of becoming more intelli-

gent, more capable of knowledg:.

It has been found

that literature is recognized as a record and embod-

iment of life and human exp-rlence.

If the study of

Insects and machinery appeal to the scientific mind
as worthy subjects of scientific study to increase
the amount of human knowledge, so, too, do the lyric,

novel, e?ic, and drama.
It is found that literature may be studied for

its structure, for its revelation of human ingenuity

-12ln adapting me- ns to an end.

for the light they

throw on language develooment, on the genesis
and

growth of human powers, beliefs, and Institutions,
on the historic relations of races and nations,
and
on the Influence of uhysical environment and
heredity.
To state it tersely, it is seen that through
the medium

of liter ture

a

history of human development and Bocial

evolution is secured.
The -nodern world demands a certain amount of literary Inform- tion, knowledge either of books or about

books, or both.

It also finds a necessity for infor-

mation as to authors, their lives, works, and characters.

Because of the demand for usch knowledge it

is found that it has been much easier to keep the study

of literature in the curriculum against the protest of

some of those who considered it a "frill".

Another

reason why it has been made easier is because through
the teaching of literature certain morals and ideals
are imbued in the children.
It is rather difficult to teach morals in an is-

olated man

ier.

It is too 'preachy' and the children

resent such didac' ic 'moral staffing*.

Morals, how-

ever, must be taught in order to preserve civilization.
It is literature which fulfills such a requirement.
It is literature which offers us concrete ex mples of

high morals and fine ideals.

In the lives of men

and ffoten in secular literature, as in sacred, the

-13-

moral law ia exemplified.

In their failures and

successes, their rewards and their

mnlshments, It

has been held th t texts may he found on
which to

base moral Instruction.

The jingles of the Mother

Goose rhymes will serve In

tills

capacity for the

little child; even the Fairy 'Jtories give certain
Ideals which would be difficult to imbue in any

other way.

From these straight through to the hidden

morals in George iliot and Shs -esp are in high school,
liter- ture performs what would other wise be a tedious
task.

Literature Is an Indispensable aid in the forming of right ideals.

In it the lives of men and wo-nen

are so presented &s to win the love or the scorn of

eager boys and girls, and so becore to them types of

manhood and womanhood to be aspired to or shunned.
It serves the purpose of substituting ideal concrete

personality for abstract Instruction, and so enlists
the feelings 3nd the im gination in the forming of

the desirod principles of action.

»h t boy would

not be content to sit for hours in great admiration
in the reading of the advent urs of Lindbergh, Hidison,

or Ford.

Girls have be-n seen in raptures over the

story of Florence Nightingale,

Further, this influence of lite

creates a love of literature itself.

tare naturally
In the love and

-14-

companionshlp of good books, boys and girls
are provided with means of lifelong escape from

ennui, from

the weariness of recr- tions which they have
outgrown,

and from

MMilll

which under the guise of olsasures

are little more than an "expense of spirit
In

of sham?".

a

waste

It will provide them v?ith a worthwhile

occupation In the vast amount of leisure which this

economic trend la bringing about.
Again, with the advent of the scientific age and

rowing importance of the human being, it has be*

Wkt

come necessary for individuals to know thecselvea
and those with whim they associate to a fuller extent,

are Learning this unconsciously and

'jiany

are making a study of Just this problem.

till others
There is a

need to know other fellow-r.en better in order to ac-

quire

a

more -yan thetlc view, to be able to see as

they see,

feel as they feel.

In this way la

leaned

the real meaning of frienasnip ana love. To be able
to cooperate with them in all things which will fur-

ther develop mankind and aid in the formation of a

telle education which will parallel this super-civ-

ilization is

a

goal for which to strive.

In order to know what membership In a civil

society involves, it is necessary to know many in-

dividuals in that society.

The rights and the ob-

ligations must be faced by the individual.

There Is

a need to develop rationalization so that bitterness

-15-

wlll not be harbored when hopes
are thwarted by
the will of the group. A knowledge
of the oonventlons and the social heritage Into
which man was
born Is necessary so that protection
may be given
them whenevor the need arises.

These all seem very idealistic and impossible.
This does not alter the fact, howevor,
is a real need;

tiist

there

it means that man must be exposed

to such teaching in order to secure what ideals
he
can.

in this way humanity should become more hum-

anitarian and eventually prohibit much of the war
and bl odshed which is brought about often by heated

impulse.
A

great deal of learning comes through experience

and much of experience is of a second hand nature,

mediately through the experience of others.

iSuch

knowledge of particular men and women is secured
through others' knowledge of other men- and women.

Even kaowledge of ourselves depends grestly upon the
self-revelations of others.
The question next arises:

ledge be secured?"

"Where oan such know-

From the beginning of time men

have been in one way or another uttering their ex-

periences first orally and later through %hm medium
of the pen.

From their wor'cs is seoured what they

have felt, what they have known, and the conclusions

which they have drawn.

As the alphabet and the means

of written communication evolved, there developed a

form of literature.

Literature Is accessible to

all.

As the complexities of life occur
and multiply,
and this means an adjustment hitherto
unknown, the
&•#• natural source of aid to man is in
literature
to learn from the older civilization.

It Is not

strange, then, that complete units in our
English

course of study are made up of biography.

Each year

it becomes even more nodular for the reason
thst

when once boys and girls begin to read biogrpahy
they thoroughly en .joy it and look forward to
the

unit in t.helr next year's work.

It has often been

the experience of teachers to find boys and girls,
as a result of the Introduction of biograp
y to

them in school, making this type of literature one
of the most pooular on their library list.
To understand the real worth of literature,

however, more must be done than to recognize in it
an intimate and searching revelation of human ex-

perience.

The peculiar power that literature ex-

ercises Is dependent on two further cba?acterl sties.

Literature is not only a more comprehensive revelation of human experience than man has made in any

other one form, but it Is furt er a revelation and
embodiment of life which is concrete and artistic.
The tremendous importance of this must not be

overlooked.

Life itself is concrete.

The appeal

of the world Is through concrete objects which
emotions.

£

rouse

Out of this concrete world grow all passions,

-17-

all perplexities, fears, longlnga, ambitions,
thoughts
on God and man, consciousness of duty, faith,
and

unbelief.

There is a fascination for this concrete

life which fills man with all degrees of joy and
sorrow.

The first law of mankind is self-preaervotlon
the passion to live.

It is insatiable.

experience is wanted.

Life is wanted;

All the love and joy that life

can give is desired, but pain is also borne without
shirking.

But, even at its fullest extent life la

narrow; It is limited b

conditions of time, place

and circumstance, by birth, occupation, race and nationality; it is narrowed
control our experience.

be broadened?

fay

How,

a

thousand things that
therj

shall experiences

Literature supplies this breadth from

the lives of men and women and their experiences.

Their

Uvea are taken

up and through the Imagination

of man he makes them a part of his own experience.
*ian

ist,

can, in taxi

"^ay,

travel over centurlea with essay-

poet, dramatist, and novelist.

He can see the

man in his true s^lf; he Is able to penetrate to his

innermost sanctuaries of h art and soul.

Man, through

the writer's eyes, travels the world—-meets all kinds

of people

— learns

their Ideals and customs.

He be-

comes, aa a result, a better and more sympathetic

neighbor and townsman for having become a citizen of
the world.

Further, he understands hinself and those

in the remotest parta of the globe better.

When in a crowd shop -lng how much does one
notice
of the many people around? When on a swiftly
moving
train, even with a

w$Q

developed eye span how much

does one grasp of the scenery flying by?

Mow much

does one really s-e or l~arn by himself without the

guidance from others?

It is through learned compar-

isons that the formulation of a Judgment is made.
In this there must be guidance.

Actual life is con-

fused, chaotic and bewildering.

;.:uch

learning is

through the well kno?.n trial and error.

The variety,

the irmenslty, of life is ov or- whelming.

There are,

however, some fotunate in the world who are endowed

with a finer discrimination of values, a soul and a
sense more responsive to the beauty of earth, to the
needs of mankind, and with

a

more cosmopolitan view

and with a rarer and deeper sympathy.

These people,

one might say, have a well developed eye span of

unusual proportion, which has enabled them to see the
world in its entirety.

ttraduall;

,

to them their vision

of the confusion and chaos of life grows into

a

se-n*

blance of ordsr; the pertinent emerges, the trivial is
obscured.

These fragments are pieced together and

fornulate the whole.

Then, added to this is the broad

understanding and sympathy coupled with the gift of
creative expression and the author becomes an artist
of word pictures.

He becomes a maker of literature.

From this one might draw
ture

— "Literature

a

definition of litera-

is the lasting expression in words

-19of the meaning of life."

Literature is life seen

and interpreted by the seer and reshaped
by the
creative artist.
Where life is co plex and confusing
to us,

in literature it la relatively simple.

as rose G-,]by says:

For,

•the function of the artist is

to loo\ steadily upon the confusing
phenomena of life

till their essential relations appear, and
with these

r-lations the real unity
tflg

t at

underlies all the seem-

confusion; then, this unity once clearly beheld

and controlling the inner vision, it remains for
the

selective judgment and the constructive imagine tion,

working under the Influence of the orestlve impulse,

deepest seated but one and dlvinest of human impulses,
to choose whatever is essential to this u lty, re-

ject the nonessential, separate and combine the chosen

material into an ordered whole, and ev~n in the actmiracle of genius forever unexplained— breathe into
2

this w:>rk the breath of life.'
Thus, as
life made

tt$

a

of

result, is a picture of life.
a

world of actual experiences.

life simplified and beautified.

It is

It is

It is the comprehen-

siveness of the experiences of the world that makes

literature an interpreter of life; it is literature
that broadens our own world of personal experiences
and gives us a source of real pleasure.
T~,

2.

Barrett

— The

It is be-

Temper of the Seventeenth
Chap. I
Century
Colby, J. Rose— Literature and Life in School pg.27
'.'.'endall,

-20cause of these peculiarities that liter- ture
Is

indispensable.

It serves in the development of

mankind and is his greatest aid towards personal

parallelism with his superci vilization of which
he is the hub.

CHAPTER II

PROBLEMS IN THE TEACHING OF LITERATURE

Now that

a

conclusion has been reached as to

what the function of literature is, the next step
in the development of appreciation is to discover

what problems liters ture involves.

By

'problem*

is not meant pedagogical steps in the teaching of
a piece

of literature.

Rather is msant the handi-

caps which the teacher has to overcome in order
to develop appreciation.

be dealt

with in

a

Methods of teaching will

later chapter.

All conscientious teachers of literature at
some time come to the conclusion that literature

can not be taught.

There is a difference in learn-

ing anything in literature as distinguished from

learning about literature.

What a nupll learns in

liter ture, he learns himself.

Literature is an

art and as an art it has the quality of being diffi-

cult to express and difficult to explain in any

language except its own.

Here is the great diffi-

culty In teaching liter-ture.

The teacher of liter ture is concerned chiefly

with the understanding and the Intellect of the
oupil.
st-

This is her first duty--to develop an under-

nding of the work at hand.

develop the emotions.

The next step is to

If she oannot arouse the lm-
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aginations of her pupils, then she falls in her
work.

It Is easily seen, the* that the develop-

ment of appreciation In the pupils depends largely
uoon the teacher.

There must be an emotional tone

in the instructor combined with correct pedagogi-

cal practice to make her teaching effective.
The first problem
The first problem in the teaching of litera-

ture to which eome conclusion must be arrived la
the one of examinations.

There has always been

a great deal of discussion among English teachers

as to whether examinations are an aid or an inhib-

ition to the development of appreciation.

Because

the development of appreciation is the chief and

foremost aim in the teaching of literature, the

oroblem of examinations is indeed one to be given
consider- 1 ion.

There is

a

gre^t difference between educational

and examinational teaching.

Thanks may be offered

to some far-sighted peoole for the fact that in some

progressive school systems, examinations in literature are no longer stressed as they were a f^w years
ago.

This is still a formality, but in many Instances

considered a necessity.

The value derived from litera-

ture can be measured solely by the extent to which
it Inspires the imagination and develops the character
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of the pupil.

The most that can be ascertained

from examinations Is a quantity of facts, or the

lack of them.
9q are no nearer to the combination of ideal

beauty, truth, and goodness if we give the acqui-

sition of mere knowledge a disproportionate place
In the method of our teaching.

Knowledge helps

us to attain truth, but it does not direct us to

goodness In conduct and the appreciation of beauty.
We are not really studying liter- ture unless

through our studies we gain wisdom in distinction
from mere knowledge, and unless we develop our

aesthetic sense and through both of these we are
ided in becoming better men and women.

Knowledge,

then, In proportion to its needs In the develop-

ment of appreciation, should be a means to an end;
it should usher us to the Ideal.

We find, however, that the majority of litera-

ture teachers make knowledge the end of all work.
It Is very easy for both pupil and teacher to add

fact to fact and call it studying lltei

am reminded of

a

ture.

I

verse by Thomas Dekker

•And dost thou laugh to see how fools are vexed
To add to Golden numbers, Golden numbers?
sweet Content?"
sweet,
sweet Content J
The following anecdote may illustrate the wrong

use of teaching literature for facts through the medium
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of the examinational method.

A

Junior high school

pupil was shovelling snow after a
severe blizzard.
As the result of the storm, there
was a magniflcient
scene which exemplified man's
helplessness against
the forces of nature.
It brought to mind Whittled

famous poem Snow Bound.

The poem was mentioned and

the little girl was asked if the surrounding
scene

did not give her the same picture.

She hesitated

for a minute and then her face radiated
of inspiration or new. thought.

She said, "Oh,

never thought of it in that way.

myself snowed In.
I

didn't like It."

Joy— the

I

Joy

I

nev-r imagined

When we had Snow Bound in school
That answer was a surprise as the

poem has always been a favorite of most children.
When asked why she didn't like It, she answered, "Oh,
the teacher used to give us a test every day.

She

used to ask us crazy things— little things that you

would have to hunt for to find the answer."
That answer was stuolfying and the methods of
the teacher could not be Justified.

No comment on

her answer was made, but a discussion of the poem
was begun.

Her resoonse was amazing as she began

to see a life situation in the story of Whlttier's.

This

oung lady of fourteen years old was a

puoil In the Junior high school and had been successful in her three years in the school In being an
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honor pupil.

She had had a good background of
children a literature.
The Inference, then, would be that
regardless of background and Intellectual
ability,
1

poor pedagogical method Inhibits the development
of
appreciation.
It Indicates that the teacher In

this

case entirely misunderstood the function
of that par-

ticular olece of literature In the development of

Am-rican home life, customs, habits and ld-als.
There are instances In the te&ching of English
wh-re testing is Justifi-d.

A pupil of English may

be tested and graded in composition, rhetoric and

grammar.

These are parts of the work which require

more or less drill.

It is difficult to grade the

oupll of literature as he sho

ild be

graded for hia

appreciation of the work and not entirely for the
facts which he has amassed.

The best method would

be to have the teacher make a statement

range of resding.

r^s

to his

For it is wide reading that Is

most likely to bring out a Is tent love for it, and
that not infrequently leads to the attainment of a

greater knowledge of the facts of literary history
and biography than is oftei secured through cut-and

dried methods of instruction.

The amount and quality

of this reading could be examined by concrete questions and by the intelligence with which certain passages are read aloud.

This, however, is not conclusive

-26as a teat.

There may be

a

bright pupil who la dls-

honeat and will gay he haa read more
than he really
has; but is any teat that can be
thought of flexible
enough to catch these bright dishonest
oupils without being unfair to less bright and more
honest ones?
Then, again, pupils of liter- tu e may be
graded
on their dilligence in reading both in and
out of

school.

This may take into consideration the type

of material

red

and the intelligence displayed In

this.

Another type of test la the essay form.

This

la flavored by nany teachers and is usually auccesaful

where the pupil haa en ability to write.
is rare,

Thia ability

however, and the essay-form of teat will pro-

bably be as bad as the rigid examinations In literature

^a re

likely to be.

The essay-type may also lead

to plagiarism In the case of the pupil who lacks the

ability to ex
ideas.

•

.re ss

himself or who haa a dearth of

It la not implied that it is wrong for the

conscientious but less -right student to read literary criticism on a subject and then reproduce the

material in his own words.

It is likely, however,

that the less ambitious but bright student will resort to this rather than exercise his own brain.

The easay as a form of composition serves the

purpose of Improving

t:.e

use of the language.

Every

child should have the opportunity to develop his
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ablllty to write as any other child
has the opportunity to develop musioal ability.
This, however,
should be done by the te.- cher of
composition and not
by the teach-r of literature.
For the teacher of lit-

erature to divert her energies from her
greatest task
of inculcating a love of wide reading in her
pupils
is a questionable procedure.
In the discussion of examinational to- ching
ver-

sus educational teaching it is necessary to
consider

the oollege board requirements and their effect
upon
the methods of teaching,

iiany

school systems feel

that if they fullfill college board requirements that
they are doing all that is necess-ry in the teaching

of literature.

College board classes are found being

held in the afternoon with something like this being
done.

Parts of the classics which are usually In-

cluded Lb the entrance examinations are given special
attention.

Ao closely as oosslble the f culty deter-

mine the scope of the examinations, and the class is

drilled in that work.

They secure old copies of ex-

amination papers and these are

-riven to the

students

as regular high school examinations, and as samples

of the kind of questions to be given.

Special atten-

tion is given to questions that are often repeated
In examination papers and the pupils are warned about

them.

If It is found that a certain question has

been omitted then they pay special attention to that
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m

11 is surelv 11
« f °r the question to be repeated.
What kind of literature teaching
is that?
It is certainly not education.

Second Problem
The second nroblem for consideration
here is
one of a-thod.
There is a gre t deal of uncertainty
in regard to what should be done
and how it should
be done in the teaching of literature.
This Is a

difficulty with a large percent of trained
literature teachers.

This problem is intensified by the

results of the recent economic depression.

Many

school systems were forced to cut their staff
and
as a result teachers, whose majors were science,

mathematics, or any other Bubjeet but English, were
forced to teach classes in English a t the same time,
tfhat

did they do?

They resorted to the text and

text-questions entirely.

Teaching literature is

an art because It deals with the emotions, and the

teacher of literature should be trained in that field
and should herself have a highly developed appreciation of literature from

w'.,lch

the children can se-

cure inspiration.

The fruitless use of the text-book alone is sup-

plemented often by "wild" schemes In the teaching of
Shakespeare.

More than one person has had his en-

joyment of Shakespeare completely extinguished for
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hlm in high school simply because
of the methods
employed in the teaching, a striking
example of a
conspicuously futile method is the
use of the symbolic
diagram.
The attempt to represent the
poetry, pathos,
and passion of The Merchant of
Venice or Romeo and
Juliet by a diagram like a geometry
problem is the
,

height of absurdity.

Such a scheme is legitimate

in an advanced college English
course for majors In

English who intend to make English their
life work.
It is taken for granted that they
have developed an

appreciation of the literature before they start
such minute analysis and It is true that this
analysis
for them will heighten their' appreciation.
It can
be seen, however, how futile and deadening it is
for the novice in the pursuit for his first literary

appreciation.

It is not imolied that an analysis

of literature should not be included in high school
teaching.

Analysis is beneficial and heightens appre-

ciation if properly allied.

Analysis of literature

in high school should confine itself to style, char-

acterization and setting.

T Is should be done in

the class discussion and not by elaborate diagraming
or other such detailed analysis.

Instruction in literature is almost always painstaking and conscientious, but It is
Intelligent.

by

no means always

The teachers who resort to such wild

schemes as diagraming are sincerely in earnest.

They

-30are, however, lacking an understanding
of the true

function of literature.

Any child, no matter how

great his appetite for literature,
mist find his
desire greatly diminished by these awkward
doses of
pedagogy.
Third Problem
The third consideration is the problem of
mass

education.
increri singly

tion.

This branch of instruction has become

difficult In our system of mass educa-

It Is difficult enough In a class of thirty-

five, but it is well nigh impossible now in classes

of fifty as is seen in some school systems to teach

literature as it should be taught.

In the first

place, many courses of study are patterned after
old conventional lines.

They still require pieces

of literature that ^ere part of the curriculum of
a century ago.

Burke's gpeech on Goncllllatlon is

an examnle of this.

This Is a master piece of style,

but has little to offer the pupil in the development

of his character.

From the discussion of the problems presented,
it can be seen that they can be traced right back to
a

two- fold problem.

The teacher must decide what the

teaching of literature should accomplish; she must
decide upon its function in the system of education.
In the second place,

she must develop the means best

adapted to the realization of the function of literature in life.

CHAPTER III
WHAT DOES THE STUDY OF LITERATURE
INVOLVE?

The development of appreciation
Involves certain essential possessions.

Attention should be

turned to those qualities which if absent
in

a

student makes apppMiatiog by hi- of low or
high

value according to his possession.

Appreciation

depends upon understanding end enjoyment of literature.

Enjoyment is the result of understanding.

Consequently, the development of understanding
should be the first end foremost aim of the teacher
of literature.
The primary factor in the understanding of

a

piece of literature is the recognition of words.

The study of the meaning, of words is begun in the
first grade.

The reading course in the elementary

grades consists largely in the teaching of word

meanings.

Because of drill involved in the read-

in? lesson, it should be kept distinct from the lit-

erature period.

The elementary school do

=

s

little

in training pupils to appreciate literature, but it

does teach them to read so that they understand the

meailng of the printed word.

The appreciation of

literature by the elementary school child consists
in the reading of stories for enjoyment In his lit-

erature period.

Tliis

enjoyment leads to higher appre-
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cistion as the child matures.

Thus,

m

the lower

gradea the mechanics of reading
are mastered and
the enjoyment of liter- ture
begun.

There is a distinguishing point
between the
elementary literature period and
the literature
course in the junior hi*h.
In most elementary
schools the direct supervision in
the teaching of
the mechanics of reading occurs In
the reading
lesson which is distinct from the liter
ture period.

Usually the liter ture period is one of
free-

dom in w ,ich the pupil is allowed to select
any

boo* from the library shelf.

The teacher during

this literature period often works with individual,

students upon previously written compositions and
does not supervise their literary reading.

Ag a

result, no raatt-r how much drill in the mechanics
of reading has been accomplished in the re ding

lesson, the pupils will come across u lusual words
in the various books which they have been allowed

to select at random.

Guessing at the meaning of

these words is inevitable.

It la felt thut this

fault is greatly overshadowed by the xre
of wide reading.

t

value

This diversified reading which

the elementary pupil has access to does a great

deal to Increase his desire to r?ad.

It imbues a

love of books In the majority of pupils and is the

background for the Junior high school work.

-33In direct contrast from
the freedom in the

m

elementary grades
ment, there la,

m

the pursuit of Literary enjoy-

the Junior hi 3 h school,
direct

supervision and study involved.

readlns in that it
a

U

Study differs from

mental effort directed toward

definite goal, while

r~

ing is concerned with the

comprehension and interpret -tion of
words and characters on the printed pa e. Each
year with the mental development of the student, the
complexities in
the study of literature increase.
The development
of a more mature literature depends
upon the back-

ground and age of the pupil.
It ia said that literature Is to be
enjoyed, to

be r ad for pleasure, and that whatever disturbs
this
joy and pleasure,

Interferes with appreciation and

breaks up the artistic experience.

It is said, too,

that it la better to guess at the me-ning of

a

strange

word in a poem, and even to mispronounce it when reeding aloud, than to disturb the Joy and pleasure of

the experience by referring to the dictionary.
is accepted as true.

This,

The skillful teacher, however,

will anticipate this problem by using any dif "lcult
and unusual words which are to appear in the piece

of liter ture which she is to teach in her spelling
lesson.

She will, In this way, teach the pupil the

meaning, pronunciation, and spelling of the words and

-34by the time he hears them
or reaJs them in the poem,
he will be farilinr with them.
If an unusual word

ahould occur In liter tare it
is much better to find
out what is in the author's *
ind than what comes
into consciousness at random
from guessing his meaning.
There is a greater degree of
Joy to be had from
kno-lng the correct meaning of the word
than is derived from s -lppln? over it and allowing
the child
to secure the half m-anlng of the
piece.
To widen the scope of consciousness,
to srive

titude to the olay of mind with mind and so
Intensify
living, is the ultimate aim of all literary
study.
1

Here the Imaginations are allowed to grow and are
given
free rein. Here it is through the medium of the

written word that a more abundant life is secured.
The meaning of life is best express -d in words,
and only as It becomes possible to treasure language
and preserve it, can the true meaning of existence
be learned.

Language is the means by which is secured

a fuller and richer life.

This abundant life is possible

only through vicarious experience, and literature is

the most potent agency by which vicarious experience
is to be secured.

All that is worth while is the result of some
effort and sacrifice.

In order to share the exper-

iences of great minds, think their thou 3hts, be moved
c

by their emotions,

see with their range of vision,
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the reader must live up to their
Ideals. It is
through this reading that character
Is developed as
well
through personal contact.
If the experiences
are to be enlarged by incorporating;
the best that
goes on in the gre- test minds of all
ages, then this
murt be done through activity. Growth
is a struggle
not free from sacrifice, but ever
accompanied by

the Joy of success.

Joy—

If literature is to mean what

it should, it gets that meaning through
lifting the

soul of man upward, and by accumulating a wealth
of
Ideas.

Mere reading cannot do this for the majority

of people, and for none can it do this to the
fullest
degree.

Study is the only way by which the mind can

be furnished with the kind of experience that con-

stitutes the keenest pleasure of litemry appreciation.
A

study of literary form
In the advancement in the study of liter- ture

it is found that ther^ is an Interest in liter-ry

form.

In English literature, why should the noetic

dr8rna

belong so especially to the age of Shakespeare?

Why should prone fiction belong to the nineteenth

century or free verse to the twentieth?

The form

in which an age chooses to express itself is always

significant in that it reveals the versatility of
the people and the mould which best suits the exact

meaning of its mood and temoer.
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U

the study of liters tare,
attention m,y be
centered on style. A s literature
is read, the arrangement of words may have an
unconscious effect upon
the reader. This arrangement
and choice of words are
what is termed the style of
the author and by this
the reader Is greatly influenced.
How gre.= t is the

difference between Shakespeare and

-larston,

Ben Jonson,
and Michael Drayton, Lamb and Hazlitt,
Poe and Singmaster,
iven though these writers may have
felt the
same, they express themselves differently
and the

manner in which they express them-elvos is
what appeals
to the Individual reader.

There
ing

a

is a

greet deal of difference between read-

newspaper or popular magazine and reading a lit-

erary classic.

It is true that reading news Is en-

joyable, but in not the same way that a clasrlc is

enjoyed.

Re- ding the news is of interest, but the

reader is

nevr

liften Into the realm of experience

where thre is charm and peace and where thought and
feeling become so very much worth while.

There Is an element ry course of study of literature.

It is essential that the reauer be able to inter-

pret life and hav^ his experiences enriched by reading what the author has experienced.

The pupil who

is studying literature must be able to grasp truth

imaginatively and to resDond to beauty in whatever

-37form it is found.
a

A love of book la necess,ry
before

pupil can really study literature.

Mastery of form is the first step
in the study
of liter ture.
By form is meant the technique
of

writing-words and the patterns in which
words are
arranged.

The pupil must be nble to enter into
and

share the experience of the poet
if he would pass

Judgment on the work of the poet.

He must feel the

mood if he is to tell the good points
and the faults
of the poem. This he can only do In proportion
to
hia.

mastery of the form of expression of the Ideas

embodied in the poem.

The technicalities of types

of liter- ture as well ss the elements of style such
as diction, grammar, and rhythm must be familiar
to

the pupil if he is to comprehend the id~^

Piece of liter? ture.

fl

the

in

The incidents of plot, the

asides of characters in the drama, the personal

comments and reflections of th? story-writer or novelist, the stanza and vsrse in a lyric all nave a

part in the function of expression and should be well

understood.
The stu ent of literature iou4 cultivate

a

feel-

ing for right words and for the right placing of words.

He must Increase his vocabulary in order that he may

understand the meaning of
shades of meaning if

he,,

i<*o«li

and be aware of their

is to appreciate style.
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Posgeaalon of liters ry sense

Grammar Is aa important to the pupil as diction.
The sentence la the unit of thought, and the relation
of words among themselves In the sentence must he

accurately perceived before we can get at the m-anlng
which the author wishes ua to have.

Words must be

understood In their relation to the phrases and clauses
In which they appear, and through these to the sen-

tence as a whole.

Often sensing a word aa the wrong

part of speech, or assigning to a pronoun the Improper

antecedent, may lead the r?a ier far astray from the
true meaning.

A knowledge of grammatical structure

la necessary to the understanding of much of our

English literature.

Such knowledge of the grammar

of the present day is a background for the understanding of the peculiarities of the langu-ge of

Shakespeare's time.

The college student of English

literature should not only master the grammar of his
own time, but that of Shakespeare's as well.

The

high school teacher can, however, during the class

reading or discussion give enough of this grammatical

background to make the work clear and more interesting
to th? pupils.

The difference between poetry and prose should
be understood by the pupil.
a

The pupil should develop

sensitiveness to rhythm, the rhythms of prose aa
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well as the rhythms of poetry.

Rhythm Is an affair

of the ear and should be developed by hearing
poetry
and prose read well aloud.

Here, it might be said

thnt too much stress is placed upon silent
reading
and not enough upon oral reading.

It is true that

we read silently in life more than we read aloud;

there are times when it is necessary to read aloud

and the large majority of our pupils today are poor

oral readers.

Furthermore, the real joy of poetry

is to the ear and a great deal of poetry should be

read aloud.

Reading aloud is the only way

a

puoll

with poor auditory imagery has of overcoming the

dlfficultl-s that lie in the way of his mastering
the element of rhythm in literary style.
In summary,

it should be nald that a graduate

of a high school should have mastered the literary
style of the essay and the lyric as differentiated
from the novel and the poetical drama.

They re-

present different transcripts of life, and each
acco'irollahes its purooee by a very special and pec-

uliar technique.

The short story differs from the

novel in other respects than length; the epic is

something more than a

se'

iea of narrative poems.

Incident and character of the drama should be distinct in the mind of the pupil from that of incident
and character of the no -el.

Each type is the expression

am
of life presented and defined
in a different mood.

*f*»*

a

pupil haa mastered the rea ing tech-

nique he understands and then he
enjoys, which la
what leads to real appreciation. The
study of
style is an aid to the development

of appreciation

rather than a detriment.

In any subject

whew

there

is vital interest the more one learns
about that

subject the keener is the appreciation.

CHAPTER IV
•HAT IS APPRECIATION?

In the oredecing chapters the attempt
has been

made to show what literature Is, what Its
function
In society la, what problems have to be
faced In the

teaching of literature, and what the study of literature involves.

In all this disucsslon, the term

•appreciation' has been used and in the use of the
term the attempt has been made to imply what was
meant
by appreciation.

The original Latin m^anins is 'to

price or to set a value uoon*.

This indicates that

appreciation is more than emotional response.

The

attempt bag been made in the previous discussions
to show that the development of appreciation depends

upon the use of the mental faculti-s as. we may say,
a

means of approach to the emotions.

Appreciation,

then, is a combination of mental and emotional acti-

vities by which the understanding is elevsted.
In the oast few years there has been a great

deal of discussion about the development of appreciation in literature.

The tendency has been to re-

gard appreciation as primarily emotional.

Tnose who

believe appreciation to be mere love of the beautiful conclude that the reaction to a piece of litera-

ture is entirely emotional.

The intellectual aspect

must of necessity enter in order that the pupil may
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distinguish wh-t la beautiful

-

r0 m what la not.

The Intellectual angle In the
past has been emphasized In the study of literature.
The opposite
extreme is held by many today in that
they feel that
to stress the intellectual aide would
be to kill the
enjoy rent of literature for the pupil.
It is not
that intellectual appeal is the hindrance
to the development of appreciation, but rather the
Incorrect

approach causes the inhibition.

Those who say the

Intellectual appeal Hills enjoyment, contend that
the approach to literature in the secondary
school

should be from an emotional point of view.

There is no doubt but that the emotional appeal
In very important in literature;

nevertheless, it la

not consistent to aaaert that the only way to arouae
the emotions is to appeal to the .emotions alone.
is the contention of many,

aesthetic pleasure la the

It

however, that thorough

,kl id

which arises in the

mind when a mass of different suggestions synthesize
to form a central idea,

^uch of what is considered

oure art derives its quality from the unconscious

excitement of the intellect.

Much in literature

which is said to be 'true to nature* la the entrance
of the intellectual aapect, .for what is seen as truth
to nature Is dependent upon the intellectual culture

of the person by whom the work is r^ad.

knowledge of

a

The intellectual

person ia of necessity brought into hla
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criticism in the appreciation of a piece of
literature.

Thomas Henry Huxley, the scientist, rays:

"...the

great mass of the literature we esteem is
valued, not
merely because of having srtistic form, but
because of
its intellectual content; and the value is the
higher
th-

MM

precise, distinct, and true is

content.

Ihtft

intellectual

And, if you will let me for a moment speak

of the very highest forms of literature, do we not
reg rd them ss highest simply because the more we know

the -truer they seem, and the

nore competent we are to

appreciate beauty the more beautiful they are?

No man

ever understands Shakespeare until he is old, though
the youngest admire him, the rec son being that he

I

satisfies the artistic instinct of the youngest and

harmonises with the ripest and richest exoerience of
1

the oldest

Let it be reiterated that literature has
|

ific function in society.

liter'-

trans rits the social heritage of

imbue

a

spec-

It has been seen In the

discu-elon of this function of

er tion to another.

a

^

ture that it

race from one gen-

a

It is Important, then,

that we

love of liter- ture in our pupils th- t his

purpose may be accomplished.

This appreciation and

love for literature should not be from the point of

view of regarding appreciation

'-a

essentially emotional,
""""

T~,

op^

cit. Craig and Thomas pg. 648
Thomas Henry Huxley The Principal Subjects of Education
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-44for there can be no emotional response
except

through the intellect.
There can be no Important development of
appreciation without intellectual effort.
New and more
mature aporeclations are the outgrowth of new
efforts
and effective mental thinking.
In senior high school
English classes where the teacher demands the
exertion of mental effort, the effect at the moment
may
be

lack of aopreclatlon.

a

the final outcome of
is

tills

If appreciation is not

acquired knowledge there

something seriously wrong.

If appreciation is

not the outcome then our modern theory of learning

the wrong track.

is on

Prop ;rly motivated work

should result in nore effective learning which brings
the higher value of appreciation.

If a student is una:le to interpret or evaluate
a piece of literature,

it is probably because he is

in ignorance of literary merit.

It Is often true

that the failure to appreciate may be traced to the
lack of understanding of literary forms.
re.nady
A

ask,

The only

for this is study.

novice In the study of literature may well

"hat makes literature

great?

tell whether it is r-ally good?"

Or, how can you

There are certain

qualities that tend to make a piece of literature great.
Dignity of theme, unity of theme, and style are some
of the qualities taken into consideration in Judging

-45a olece of literature as to
its value.

It is those

with the greatest knowledge and
consequently the
greatest appreciation of literature
who decide the
merits of a work.
The more knowledge one has of a
subject in which there is vital Interest
the greater
Is the degree of appreciation.
Appreciation depends
upon Tuning, and as a r-sult of this
understanding

powerful emotion may be the outcome.
The appreciation of literature is by no means
a

simple matter.

To truly appreciate liters ture

one should have an alert soul, full of curiosity
and

interest in life, sensitive to impressions, scute
and subtle in reception, and the ability to feel
the

experiences of the author.

Appreci tlon of literature is neither rapid nor
final; it moves no faster than life itself; it inten-

sifies with maturity.

Appreciation develops as the

individual develops in experience.
a grer-t

For this reason,

book may increase in value at

a

second or

third reading in the more mature stages of
life.

*&

slow love is a long love'.

three classes:

a

person's

Books fall into

(a) those that do not live because

their experiences are transitory; as for example, the

Juvenile books which practically all elementary and
Junior high school girls read; (b) those which are
read after maturity because they contain mature ex-
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perlences; books of this type would Include contemporary novels by the best writers and novels of lesser
novelists; (c) and the last, the greatest, because
they are

universal— they keep pace with life and are

universal in appeal.

This sroup would contain such

books as Dickens' novels, Lamb's essays, and Shakespeare's dramas.

"The secret of appreciation is to

share the passion for life that literature itself

exemplifies and contains; out of real experience,
the best that one can have, to possess oneself of
that imagl;! ry experience which is the stuff of lar-

ger life and the place of the ideal expansion of the
soul, the gateway to which is art in all forms and

primarily literature; to avail oneself of that for
1

pleasure and wisdom and fullness of life."
author is able to secure

If the

bond between himself and

a

the reader and maintain that bond, then appreciation
is secure.
To summarize, the prime consideration in literary

appreclr tion is to avoid using

discipline of the mind.

a

literary study as a

The aim of this study should

be to give a cultural background.

Literature 1g life

and it is the seeking of life which is the aim of literature.

The purpose of all art is to make life richer,

Literature, as an art, does

fuller and nore beautiful.
this for the individual.
T~.

?/oodberrv. George E.

?

i.

rom a keener insight into

— The

Appreciation of LI rerature
D<r.
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-47life there issues the greater power to live.

This

and not mere instruction, is the end of literature
and this and not mere information, is the end of

literary study.

CHAPTER V
METHODS 0?

CUING LITERATURE FOR

TT'>

A

°PRTCIATION

Before entering upon a discussion of the methods
of teaching literature for aopreclation, It la necessary to start from the bottom up.

It is essential

to have an understanding of the term 'literature'

and 'teaching'.

It has already been found that 'lit-

erature is the wtitten expression of thought, through
the imagination, feelinrs, and taste, in such an un-

technical form as to make It intelligible nnd inter1

esting to the general mind.

1

Only books which through

their subject-matter or their style or through

please the resder

— affedt

the emotions

as constituting 'literature'.

entiated from t'nse of

a

— are

both

counted

These books are differ-

specialized, technical nature,

in that they stir the imagination.

They are chiefly

peotry, drama, and fiction.
The term 'teaching* Is one which should have serious consideration

rss

there are many interpretations

of the word which l?ad teachers either to poor or effec-

tive teaching.
inpp.rt pleasure,

three.

Teaching may mean to imbue ideals, to
to instruct, or a combination of all

If smohasis is placed

u~>on

imbuing Ideals,

then it is the spirit of liter ture which is stressed.

For example, Shakespeare may be taught to infuse the
spirit of the times.
IT,

op.

cit.

— Hunt,

T.

W.

pg.

24

-49If literature la taught for the
purpose of giv-

ing pleasure, then the tescher must
be content with

training the pupils to respond to aesthetic
values ao
thay they may appreciate the beauties of
literature
and be able to take more enjoyment in
books.

speare may aaaln be used as an example.

Shake-

The plot,

characterization, and the exquisite poetry of his
lyrics dispersed throughout his plays offer keen
en-

joyment to many pupils.

avoid

a

It Is almost impossible to

combination of the inculcation of human vir-

tues with the teaching for pleasure.

It Is possible

to stress the latter so that it overshadows any other

aim.

There are many teachers whose sole aim is to

Impart pleasure since they feel that literature exists
for that purDose alone.

The third possibility in teaching Literature is
to teach facts about literature.

When this is done,

there is emphasis placed upon literary History and

biography, names and dates, liters ry influences, the

evolution of a specific form of literature such as
the development of the drama or the English novel.
It can be seen that no one nethod is satisfactory

alone.

The resourceful teacher of literature will

combine the three and place stress on one particular
method according to the piece of liter ture being
handled.

Shakespeare

is.

used to infuse the spirit

of the times, to give aesthetic
pleasure, and to
give a knowledge of Ohakespeare, himself,
his en-

vironment, his connection *$fc the drama,
and much
more that is interesting to the pupil if
it 1b presented in such a way that he is not conscious
of
having to do Intense research work and analysis.
It is essential that educators realize
the

problem which the teacher of literature has.

'.Yhile

literature is as Important a study as any other,
and more important than sore, it must to included
in all school systems, but the methods of teaching
it are of necessity fundamentally different from

those employed in other ntudies and must, in many

Instances, deviate from the normal rules of pedagogy.
For this reason, the methods discussed here shall
be those which are thought to aid In the development of the appreciation of literature.

Necessity of right attitudes in relation to appreciation
Regardless of subject matter, every teacher must

consider the cardinal principles of education In her
aims in the development of her unit of work.

The

principle of the development of habits, attitudes and
ideals must be definitely planned In the unit.

They

are outcomes of effective teaching.
It la the

learning activities of a class which

determine the attitudes and appreciations as they are
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emotional reactions which fallow effective
learning
activity. Attitudes are the result of
aooreclatlon.
Appreciation may be strong or weak according
to the
emotional response which is aroused.
Emotional

re-

actions call upon specific experiences which are

colored by the feelings aroused and as

a

result dev-

elop biases, interests, and fixed view points.

After these attitudes have been developed, they
become the dominating factor and really determine the

emotional or feeling reactions that the individual
will experience in connection with situations related
to these attitudes.

Thu3,

it is that people brought

up In an older school of entire classic learning find
it difficult to appreciate contemporary novels, music,

or any modern treatment of art -<uich is contrary to

their classical attitude.
In order that schools develop favorable attitudes

toward all kinds of work, they must see that the emotional reactions that accompany such work are favorable,

pleasant and satisfying.

As

a

result of this, the

pupil's attitudes will cause him to appreciate and enjoy his work.

One of the most important functions of literature
Is to develop attitudes which will determine future con-

duct.

Appreciation is a means to this end.

"Feelings

of value and satisfaction are among the most far-reaching and basic incentives we have.

They act as drives

that stimulate us to renewed effort
In furthering the
activity concerned, both while the
attitudes are being
developed, and forever afterwards by
virtu- of the enjoyment and satisfaction to which we are
predlapoaed
by the attitude after It has been
established." Therefore, the te-cher who places enjoyment
as the one
and

only air and neglects to develop worthwhile
attitudes

falls to arouse emotional reaoonae and
experiences

which bring forth the ldeala and attitudes
of the Individual. Appreciation is taught in schools for
the

purpose of affording enjoyment and to build up
tastes,
inter-st, and standards which will determine the
klnda

of experiences the pupils will seek.

out such

a

In order to carry

purpose, the teacher uses all her ingenuity

to make the work satisfy lag and to motivate it in
such
a

way that this will be accomplished.

Adequate moti-

vation will develop favorable attitudes toward the work
and the oupil will seek further experiences of the same
ki nd.

In the discussion of the understanding of the term

•teaching* it waa found that there waa a possibility of
three types.

These types may be divided into two

of appreciation:

intellectual or aesthetic.

Itinda

The per-

son who haa an Intellectual appreciation of literature

would be aroused by the perfection of the work.

On the

other hand, the aesthetic appreciation is the result
XI

Harrison, N.

L.

— The

Technique and Administration
of Te chlng pg. 93

of emotional response to beauty and
other artistic
qualities of a work such as the dignity of
the theme
and the emotions portrayed.
The te-chor who does not recognize these
two
types of appreciation may foil in teaching
literary

appreciation.

A

te--

cher who has intellectual appre-

ciation and attempts to have her pupils analyze
a
piece of literature so that they, too, will appre-

ciate from this point of view, will undoubtedly
dampen
the enthusiasm of many pupils for the classics.
are usually interested in the life,

Pupils

feelings, and

emotions portrayed by the author and emphasis upon the
analytic method frustrates the development of appreciation.

The ideal method is the combination of the

two.

Technique In the Development of the Appreciation Lesson
The learning technique by which attitud

s

and

appreciations may be acquired may be seen from the
following outline.
The -Appreciation Technique in Learning
a.

"

orth-whlle Content, Suited to Pupil

N'eeds

and

Interests.

(Self-evident, in that the material to be pre-

sented should have recognized value in itself
and be of direct worth to the pupil because
It is something by which he can gain enjoy-

ment or make progress wherein he needs It.

-54b.

Sympathetic Cental Attitude on Part of Pupils
(This becomes practically

a

necearry require-

ment in aporecition if satisfactory
to be done.

-work

is

The mioils must be sufficiently

interested in the material to be presented,
to be eager and desirous for it,

to give close

attention to its presentation, and to note
meaningful, striking, pleasing, and artistic
elements in it.

Here the pupil attitude be-

comes of prime tm orta nee— to neglect it, or
to Ignore it, practically insures failure in

the early strges of the work.)
c.

Appreciative Presentation
(T'-.la

emphasizes the general statement that one

should not attempt to tea?h appreciation of

something she does not herself appreciate.

If

one does not sooreci- te a selection, it is

practically impossible for the average indivi-

dual to express the proper appreciation in presenting the materials.

Either a teacher, or

puull, or visitor, may give this presentation,

but the

performer's appreciation must dominate

in lt.>
d.

'upll Participation and Enjoyment
(There must be some mental snd emotional res-

ponse on the part of the pupil during the presentation, which enables him to grasp the mean-

lng and significance and get
intb the spirit
of the selection, to identify
himself with characters, to participate Imaginatively
in the activity involved in the product being
studied,
and to be conscious of enjoyment and
satisfaction

from
3.

it.

Puoil --press Ion, (free and spontaneous)
of his
-Appreci tlon in Some form.
{The

most significant aspect of this element in

appreciation is the outsooken, free, spontaneous
expression of the ouoll.
t'iot Is to

This is not something

be dragged from puoils by questions

and continuous urging of the teacher.

In this

stop the teacher sets the stage most propitiously
for oupll ex ression and gives opportunity and

such needed encouragement as an attitude of expectation, enthusiasm, and enjoyment on the part

of the tescher ~nd her approval of pupil efforts
to express appreciations or reactions.

In this

pupil expression one should not overlook the
facial expression and rspt attention, which may
be mo: e effective than any other form of expression such ss talking, drawing, singing, dancing,
1 (see foot note bottom~pg. 57)
acting etc. H

Repeated experiences involving the appreciations
which the teacher is trying to develop should be carried
on to a f inish so th r3t the- pupil may make them his per-

manent possession.

-56The following outline is

guide for using the

5

appreciative Learning and Teaching technique.
should be kept in mind that, tbii outline

It

and the one

preceding are used in the teaching for enjoyment
and
appreciation.
PRINCIPLES OP LEA USING AND TEACHING FOR

'

'

APPRECIATION—TO DEVELOP ATTITUDES AMD
APPRECIATIONS
Basic Guides in Using the
Appreciative Learning
Technique
1.

a.

2.
b.

3.
c.

4.

d.

^

Basic Guides in Using
Appreciative Teaching
Technique

"Suitable, Torth-while Content to be Enjoyed

Pupils sh6uld select or
accept content adapted
to their needs and interests and of recognized
worth for appreci at Ion.

a.

Select, and help
pupils select or'
accept, content because it is adaoted
to their needs and
interests and of
recognized worth.

Sympathetic Mental Attitude on the Part of the Pupil
Puolls should try to
develop a favorable
attitude and a purposeful lntere~t in
the work.

b.

Help the pupils to
develop a favorable
attitude and a purposeful interest la
the work to be done.

Appreciative Presentation for the Enjoyment of Learners
Pupils should teeS to
get and to give a ore6entation in which as
apuroclatlve elements
are broj-rht out. as
possible,

c.

Provide and help
pupils to get and
participate in giving,
as aporeel tive presentetion of the content ?s possible.

Puoll Participation and EnJoyTont
Pupils should. get into
the life and spirit of
the content and enjoy
it fully by partici-

d.

Help puoils jet tnto
the life and spirit of
the content and enjoy
it fully by helping
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presentation.
5

tommmma

-oil

of Hl a Appreolstion In Some Form

freely and naturally
In expressing their
appreciation in some
form." 2

Enjoyment, pleasure, »a tlsfaction, the
develop-

ment of appreciation and attitudes may be
shown by
dramatic presentation or effective reading
of a piece
of literature.
There la only one way that a pupil
may show his enjoyment and help others to Hire
the
same thing.

That way Li by doing, by performing in

some manner the experiences which he feels.

The development of permanent interests, tastes,

and attitudes thst are fundamental and necescary for

complete living is the great aim of the teaching of
apereci' tion.

This. is achieved only by repeated sit-

uations which always result in enjoyment.
It must be kept in mind that the technique Just

given may be elastic in that the teacher should not
feel restricted to that technique alone.
be adapted to fit the needs of the pupils.

1.

2.

or>.

clt. Garrison, N. L.
M

It

should
The tech-

first chart pg« 131 ff.
second chart pg. 258 ff.

nlque becomes more Involved as
the pupil advance I
in school.
More intellectual appreciation
will
probably be included.

What has so far been discussed
has been of a
general nature applicable to any
class in literature.

It would, no doubt, clarify the
discussio a

if a more specific technique were
discussed.

Specific Illustration of Method for
the Development
of Appreciation in the Study of
HflgJETg

In teaching any piece of literature,
it la unwise
to olunge into the study without some
preliminary work.
No pupil, unless he is a gifted child,
is intellectually

capable of profiting by the reading of

a

piece of litera-

ture which requires some preliminary preparation.

teaching

a

In

niece of literature, the teaching quite nat-

urally falls into four steps.

These are the following:

preliminary, inspirational, educational and examinational.
To Illustrate these four stages specifically, a

suggestion as to the tesching of BACBETH may be used.
Before beginning the study of the play it is necessary
to remove the difficulties of unusual words.

There are

many in MACBETH which require special consideration.

The dramatist takes it for granted thpt the reader will

understand his vocabulary.

He does not Intend that

during the re-ding of an emotional passage that it be

Interrupted to discover the meaning of an unknown word.
Stopping at this time to turn to notes or to the die-

-59tlonary will cause the emotion to wane.
Thl9 work with the glossary whould be done
as a
preliminary -tudy.
It should be made as agreeable as

possible, but should be recognized an essential
to a
more enjoyable reading of the play.
The teacher
may

arrange

a

series of g&a&g

in

utilizing these words so

that the pupils will enter into the spirit of the
work.
She may Include them in her spelling lesson, also.
It has been

found that games attract students regard-

less of age.

This preliminary work with vocabulary saves time
in that it avoids constant interruptions during the

reading of the olsy.

language and makes
their reading.

It fosters an interest in the

-.any

pupils word-conscious in all

It is an effective means of increasing

the vocabuls-ry and fixes meanings more permanently

than any other system of word study.
is well for high school pupils to keep the

It

list of unusual words as short as possible and yet be

able to re^d the play and secure the meaning.
wor:;s,

A

few

the knowled-e of which are necessary to the

understanding of the play, shall be listed for illustration of this point.
'Kerns and gallowglasses' In Act I, sc. ii may
be explained in a simplified way.
say that

1

It is sufficient to

kern's means light-armed and the second word

^eons heavy-armed.
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Thane' In Act I, sc.

li la of Interest because

of its close connection to the Anglo-Saxon.

'Thegan'

was originally a servant, then technically the king's

servant, and so an Anglo-Saxon nobleman and one of the

king's more immediate warriors.
'Rump-fed ronyon' Act

I,

Hi

sc.

explan- tion of the word 'ronyon'.

requires the

All that is necessary

to nay is that the word is a term of contempt.

It

Teens scabby or the like.
A term of interest to pro-cent Any students is that

of 'pent-house* in Act I, ac.

Hi,

From the dictionary

Is secured the meaning of a sloping roof projecting

from

a

wall over a door or window.

term in the sixteenth century.

It was a common

Students will be In-

terested to see the change of meaning such as is given
the term today.

The len.-th of the list which the teaoher makes out

depends upon the individual classes.

In classes where

the children have good backgrounds the list may be short
and in the second reading of the play more stress msy
be placed on the vocabulary.
In oreliminary work the object is to remove. what-

ever obstacles there are to make the road e sier for
.

the development of enjoyment in the reading.

After a

study of the more unusual words has -been completed, it

passages as
is well to go over unusual and difficult

separate passages. Minute analysis of such passages
Is not the aim of such reading.

Rather, the purpose

-61ls to give the meaning which Is obscure so that when

the students come upon these passages in the play their

enjoyment will be increased from the satisfaction In
knov?ing the meaning.

The teacher through questioning

can draw the meaning from the children, but she should
not hesitate to help them as she would any children in

her own family who oome to her for help.

Teachers too often ignore how difficult It is for

immature children to try to understand and to feel at
the same time,
the meaning of

Shile the attention is focused upon
a

tslnly are not at

difficult passage their emotions cera

high pitch from the Idealism or

particular beauty of the oasssge.

It is after the

meaning is clear and they see in it connection with
the whole that their appreciation is increased from
this understanding.
A good many passages which

e

re obscure may be

left for the later study of the play.

There are a

few which might well be taken up so that the pupils
may become familiar with the poetic style of the

drama.

Again, some of these passages need to be

understood for the first general effect.
'But thither in a sieve I'll sail,

And like

a

rat without a tail,

I'll do, I'll do and I'll

do-

Act I, 8C.111
This passage will offer much enjoyment to the student

-62who knows that according to the old
auperatltlon a

witch could tak* the form of an anlmallbut
could he

identified by the fact that the tail was mlasing.
The Idea of the witch flying to overtake
the vessel

bound for Aleppo, and then becoming

a

ret to gnaw

and gnaw till she causes a leak appeals to the imag-

ination of the students.

Inspirational

After having completed what is deemed necessary
in the preliminary work, the teacher turns attention

to the inspirational.

teacher if given

motivation

a

The inspiratlo

lal

work of the

pedagogical term would be called

It is the attempt to secure delight, en-

joyment, and enthusiasm in

a

piece of literature.

The teacher In her motivation first tries to

secure interest in the work to be presented.

It is

not difficult to secure the interest of boys and girls

if the c^rr-ct aooroach is made.

It has been found

that if the play is read aloud In class for the first

re'dlng that the majority of pupils resoond exdeedlngly
well.

Parts may be assigned to different pupils who,

the teacher knows, are good readers.
no

"If

there ere

good readers In the class, then the teacher should

do the reading the first time the play is read.

Effective

presentation of the first re-ding has been found to aid
greatly the development of appreciation.

In this first
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work with the drama, nothing should be done except
to secure the story and an understa ndlng of
the char-

acters.

Even more may be done with character dev-

elopment at the second resding.
As preparation for the first reading of MACBETH,
it might be well to state before hand how it comes

that the kingship does not necessarily go by Immediate

descent, and so to make it evident tow Macbeth secured
the throne; it may be

>vell

also to consent briefly on

the state of society in which crime was prevalent.

Be-

yond this, however, the play may be left to tell its
ov/n

3tory.
In the first reading the teacher might point out

such atsge "business" as is necessary to the under-

standing of the scene.

One thing which should not be

onltted is brief explanation of any section which
be obscure.

This sho.ild be done in such

the story will not be interrupted.

a

:nay

way that

The following

speech may be used as an illustration.
'What, can the devil speak true?'

Act

I; sc. ill

^anquo thinks instantly of the forecast of the witches.
The aim of such motivation is to create enjoyment
for the play and to further interest in the drama.

students, as

a

The

result, may be shown that poetry has a

meaning for all and not merely for "sissies".

Such

motivation will bring the child into contact with Ideals.

-64The student will not know that he la being given

higher views of life or that he ia bplug trained
in nobler ideals.

This Inspirational work should

open the eyes of students to

a

finer side of life

and if the teacher is successful in this she is ac-

complishing the best and truest function of literature.

Educs tio nal

The next step in the teaching of literature
is what is called

educ

t

lonal.

Educational is

re-lly what is inspirational for, if the teacher
is successful in interesting a pupil in literature

she hr

s

educated bin.

Sflaea

i

ioial teaching, how-

ever, de-lgnates -uch study as Is directed to aid
the student in galling

a

wider knowledge of life

and human nature.
By educational teachi

of literature.
to

ig

is not meant analysis

Analysis should be kept subordinate

the development of attitudes and ideals.

fliaant

What is

is that educational teaching develops general

truths concerning human nature and feelin;s.

This

recognition of general truths may be seen in the
first reading, but the intellectual content is studied
in the second reading.
In the second reading of the play oarts m*y' be

assigned so that all oupils
pate.

nfay

at some time partici-

It is well to prepare for this second reading

-65by discussing

m

central motive of the play,

m

thi.a

case the motive •ambition*
is one which the childr en
can re-Mily understand. A
discussion of this term in

connection with life situations
will greatly interest
precent d.,y pupils ss this ter

jyjgg

^ ls

-

with Aneriostilsm.

gyaonyaoufl

The discussion may brin out
the
£

values and faults of 'ambition'.

Here the lllustratior

of the speech of the witches,
showing ho, evil thought*
and itihM soring up In the
hearts of man, aay be

brought oat.
In this s-cond reading, obscure
passages which

were not thought necessary

t,

the understanding of

the olay in the firs:, reading should be
discussed.
*4 a r-ault of the first reading and class discussion

pupils show surprising intelligence in
interpreting

these passages.
In teaching Shakespeare to high school
students
It has been found Inadvisable to try to
interest pupils
In the chronology of the olay,

the sources of the plot,

and other research material which is irrelevent to
the

enjoyment of the olay itself.

It has been found that

such work will entirely obliterate appreciation for

the Vftat majority of pupils.

The teacher may add to

the interest of the discussion by giving such infor-

mation when It is fusible, but she should not thrust
It upon the oupila as a requirement.

Nothing Bhould
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be included In the study which does not enhance
the

enjoyment of the olsy as

a

piece of

inr.s.-i

native llt-

ersture.

Another

-base in the educational

erature is that of written work.
nection with

a

t& ching of lit-

Written work in con-

piece of liter- ture should never be re-

quired to be an exercise in co npoalt ion.

Goraposltlon

aa rhetorical exercises should be kept distinct from

thrt of the literature lesson.

Any written work for

literature should be an expression or the pupil's im-

agination or feeling in regsrd to the literature. It
should be

a

statement of imoreasions, personal

tr stea,

and of opinions.
In many progressive school systems the literature

lesson and the written co-np^sition lesson are kept distinct,

from one a lother.

If the

This ia the ideal situation.

duoIL is -Hde-iuately trained during the composi-

tion period there will be no need to caution his as to

rhetorical form in his imaginative papers for literature.

Any memory work whick is required should be sel-

ected from the fi lest oassag-:S.

iach pupil sho ;ld be

•lven the privilege of choosing a selection which appeals

to him.

The memory work should be given aloud in class

with help being given in the delivery.

Poor rendering

may obacure the meaning and kill enjoyment.
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Sxaminational
In suite of personal feelings about
examina-

tions they are forced upon teachers because they
are
still relt to be

a

necessary ggf* of education.

The

problem of the teacher, then, Is to imoress upon the
mind of the pupils that they do not study literature
to bo tested.

of it.

They study literature for the pleasure

It is .veil to stress to puei la that teats are

of value in that they measure accomplishment and cease
to have value after that puree e is

a

icomplished.

If pupils can be made to recognize good litera-

ture and the qualities that

ma'ce it

good, more has

been done in orep^ring them for the inevitable examination %hma any amount of specific drill.
In the 3tudy of

C 3-.TH,

the accomplishment of

Individual students can be determined g res
recitiation and b
the discuasivi.

My

by oral

the spirit with which they enter into

Again, their accomplishment

ioay

be det-

ermined in the essay teype of examination by asking them
to express personal reactions to specific nituotlons.
A

simple true- false examination of the frets of the plot

will satisify the requirement of the deportment as to

accomplishment.

The type of examination is dependent

upon the individual class and in most classes the truefalse teat and one of essay form best allocs for com-

plete expression on the part of the pupil.
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The suggestions offered in the
teaching of MAC3ETH
have been found practicable in
some classes.
It must
be kept in mind, however, that
individual classes differ
and that it is the responsibility
of the teacher to
study the group and present the material
in a manner
which will be most effective for that
particular class.

CHAPTER VI
INTERPRETATION OF DATA

In the past few years there
has been

a

great

deal of current Interest in
appreciation, of literature.

A frenuent

vailed in

may

discussion of this tonic has pre-

teachers' meetings.

The discussions

in many cases resulted in futility
beeaut of the

inability to reach

.

a

common understanding.

re-son, it was thought that

a

For this

study of the subject

followed by the Interpretation of data
secured from
inquiries sent to several well-known school
systems
would be extreme ly enlightening. If aporecla

tlon is

the worthy objective thr t it seems to be, a study
of

this kind is invaluable

to.

the teacher of lltera-

tu re.

To secure the bssls for comparison of ideas on

appreciation as an objective in teaching literature,
a

letter containing four questions was sent to repre-

sentative school systems scattered over the United
States.
a

From sone no answer was received; from others
'

response that no questions of this nature were riven

answers, and from others quite complete responses were
received.

These represent fifteen states of the Union

and may be taken to indicate something of the general

attitude in the public schools of our country.

It

-70mlght be pertinent to remark here that
signs of

indecision and the evidence of difference of
judgement
of these last may indicate that others
not answering
did not know what to say.
It was said in the first chapter of this
thesis

timt the failure to understand the function
of literature wag thought to be largely responsible for
the

diversified opinion as to the

i<ea

It will be seen from the data

presented in the follow-

ling of appreciation.

ing Dsgea that there are many interpretations of a

wide range which Indicate

a

lack of understanding of

the function of literature.
iany

teachers of liter- ture are of the opinion

that aporeciation is Intellectual

emotional.

— other?,

that It Is

It has been the air of this thesis to show

that appreciation is the co-bination of intellectual
and emotional reactions whereby the understanding is

elevated.

Most teachers, no doubt, feel that they understand the meaning of the word appreciation.

When asked,

however, to define it, many could not and those who

attempt it, gave such general explanations that the

definition meant no more than the term itself.

This

indef initeness of understanding makes the aims which
these teachers may provide for the development of appre-

ciation unsatisfactory for they- are lacking
objective.

a

clear
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From the following definitions given, two classifications may be formulated:
intellectual and emotional.
In the main, the definitions group themselves
around

one or the other with the exception of five which fulfill the requirements as set up in this study.

Because

of the vagueness of many of these definitions, it is

Interesting to note the correlation between the understanding of the term appreciation and the provisions
made for its development.

Answers to questions
The four questions contained in the letter that

was sent out were:
1.

What is appreciation?

2.

What do you do to secure appreciation?

3«

What are the evidences of a ipreci^tion?

4.

Do you consider examinations an aid or

an inhibition to the development of appre-

ciation?
The plan to be followed at this point is to dlscu

s

the replies to each in turn, pointing out some

type characteristics, special peculiarities, advantages

and shortcomings in the lifeht of the preceding dis-

cussion as presented in this study.

The objective here

is not quantitative ideas on appreciation gathered from

schools, but qualitative.

The spirit is more Important

to teachers of literature Just now than the substance.

-72DATA PRESENTED
1.

Massachusetts
a.

What Is appreciation?
"Ability to evaluate work.

Sympathetic

understanding.

Judging this definition in comparison with that
set up in this thesis, it appears that the element of

enjoyment has been omitted.

If, however, by sympathetic

understanding is meant 'kindred feeling', then enjoyment is of necessity involved.
tion may clarify this point.

The answer to the quesThe above deflation de-

finitely provides for the intellectual development,
but the Intellectual aspect Is not sufficient for the

entire appreciation of
b.

Iffaat

a

niece of literature.

do you do to secure appreciation?

"ntudy background of book; develop creative
work; reports."
It was seen that the interpretation of the term

'appreciation' was from an intellectual angle.

The dev-

elopment of 'creative work' is too broad; it does not

designate what constitutes 'oreatlve work'.

The answer

to this question does not f£&ve an indication as to the

writer's meaning of

'

sympathetic

* .

Because of the un-

derstanding of the term appreciation by this teacher,
the provisions for the development of appreciation are

primarily Intellectual.

Entire emohasls upon intell-

ectual development Is an inhibition for the develop-

-73ment of aopreoi- tion for most high school
students

demands enjoyment as

a

b&sis for Intellectual dev-

elopment,

2.

Massachusetts
a.

What is aopreciation?
".Enjoyment of literature".

This definition Is too vague in that it omits
the ohase of under standing which is the prerequisite
of enjoyment,
b.

What do you do In your classes to secure

appreciation?
"Secure active discussion; use of pictures".

This teacher feels that appreciation is enjoyment

nd pleasure.

It is difficult to ascertain

from the vagueness of her method of securing appreciation whether or not appreciation is really secured.
What is meant by 'discussion' is to be inferred.

If

it m?ans discussion of the plot only this is not suffl

cient for an adequate teaching of liter-

ure,. Know-

ledge of plot only is inadequate for it is the appli-

cation to every
again,

lay

life which is essential,

Then,

if 'discussion' means active participation in

the atttdj of th? form of literature as

the emphasis

in the unit of work to the detriment of the develop-

ment of character this is inadequate.

From our 9tudy

-74it was seen that the combination of the two
la the

sound method for the development of real appreciation and the means for the development of the char-

acter of the pupil.

3.

New York
a.

<7hat

la appreciation?

"Knowledge of facts and style; enjoyment of story."
If It la assumed that knowledge of facts and

of style result in understanding from which enjoyment Issues and that enjoyment is

.

ynonymous with

emotional response, then this definition aay be said
to fulfill the requirements as set up in this study.
b.

What do you do to secure appreciation?

"Secure Interest; have dramatizations".
The definition which this teacher gave was very
vague;

so,

too,

Is the explanation which she gives

as to the method she uses to secure appreciation.

Tith such an Indefinite formulation of the understanding of the term, It is questioned whether appreciation

actually takes place under such instruction.

The

answer 'secure interest' is extremely va.^ue for unless the teacher makes definite provision by utilizing
many devices for the development of Interest it will

not develop.

:«Iotiva tion

Is very necessary in the sec-

ondary schools, particularly in the Junior high school.

-754.

•

New York
a.

".Vhat

la appreciation?

"Appreol tlon la enjoyment gained through
knowledge, understanding and

a

personal

attempt to create.
It la very evident from this definition that

this teacher haa a very definite understanding of

the term appreciation.

It la enlightening to see

the correlation between her understanding of appre-

ciation aa an objective and her provisions for ita
development.
b.

What do you do to secure apprecistion?

"Provide attractive surroundings.
Try to create suitable emotional mood.

Attack the subject at

a

point of interest

from pupils' experience.

Eliminate difficulties of technique
(i.e. vocabulary)

Enoourage student participation and
leadership

Provide supplementary material for individual work.
Co terete motivation or summary:

dr^matlca,

illustrations by clotures or stage sets,
debates, comparison with modern life."
It ia perfectly apparent that thl3 teacher haa a

complete understanding not only of the term apprecla-

-76tion, but of the function
of literature.

She makes

very definite provisions Tor
the development of appreciation.
It li interesting to note
that she consider I
It necessary to remove
vocabulary difficulties before
banning a unit of work. This suggestion was
made in
thla study
emptor V as a prereoulsite for the development of understanding and enjoyment.
She provides
a wide variety of work
in connection with her unit.
Through such a method, personal Interest
a.nd aptitudes
of each ou oil should be reached.

m

The remarks which this teacher sent
in might

almost be accepted as a criterion as
she soent two
years as a teacher of literary apprecia tion
in a system
where the literature le-son was separate from
the comoosition.

Much at entlon was devot-d to the develop-

ment of aporeclation in that system as it was the
one
big objective.
It is quite evident from the result!

submitted by this teacher that she understood this

objective and the methods of accomplishing her aim.

5.

Massachusetts
a.

'.Vhat

is appreciation?

"Understanding plus enjoyment."
This definition is rather indefinite in t&at it
does not designate Just

vhat elements are included in

the word 'understanding'.

brace more than

a

'Understanding* should em-

mere knowledge of the plot or know-

ledge of the form of literature studied.

-77b.

What do you do to secure appreciation?

"Secure Interest; open new fields of

experience; connect with life situations.

Again 'securing interest' is vague as no definite
means are suggested for securing interest.

The intell-

ectual development of the niece of literature is slighted
from the response given

"by

this teacher.

The whole re-

sponse is too vague and Indefinite and implies th-t
such indeflnitene38 is carried into the actual teaching.

That is not clear in the mind can not be carried out

clearly in practice.

Massachusetts

6.

a.

"hat is appreciation?

"Realization of the value and

attitude towards

a

a

sympathetic

oiece of literature;

understanding the author's method or purpose in creating it."
T;<ls

definition is deficient in that it emphasizes

the intellectual development of the oupil and neglects
the emotional.

If an Instructor thinks only in terms

of the intellectual, it is an almost positive proof
th t the trea + ment of the lltersture teaching will be
;

from that angle which for the majority of nupils, will

inhibit the development of appreciation.
b.

What do you do to secure appreciation?

"Background study; build model theatre;
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dramatizatlon; oral reading especially
poetry and play t 3 resume of English
his-

tory—background for Ivanhoe; biographies
of author; study of versification;
figure

of speech."
The definition presented by this teacher
was

criticized because it stressed the intellectual
element at the expense of the emotional.

It can readily

be seen In the answer to the second part that
in the

teaching the intellectual side is the primary aim.
In the teaching of literature in the secondary school

the material which this teacher presented is entirely
too technics 1 for the development of appreciation.

7.

California
a.

What is appreciation?

"Understanding

— having

an adequate con-

ception of facts contained in the thing
studied.

Here again, the intellectual element is stressed
at the expen-e of the emotional.

Mere knowledge of

facts as the result of the teaching of a

iece of lit-

erature if the worst possible outcome for it Tails in

accomplishing the true function of literature.
b.

-?hat

do you do to secure appreciation?

"By pointing out the thing intended for
the reader's observation; by trying to

keep the class alert and interested and

at the game time trying to have the

well done; Interpretation of sit-

7-ork

uation, plot, and character."
Too much emphasis on the Intellectual aspect

will never keep
than

class alert or interested for more

a

short time during the period.

a

The interest

is aroused from a piece of literature should

whlci-

be of such an emotional nature that a favorable re-

action will remain throughout life.

This teacher

would find that she would be more successful in se-

curing the interest of her group if she mcde more definite plans for the emotional development of her
pupils.

8.

California
a.

What Is appreciation?

"Reading for the love of It; education

through extensive reeding."
The above explanation is the result of apprecia-

tion rather than

a

Her

definition of what it is.

answer 'education through extensive reading* Is vague
|a that such education may be acquired from reading

literature which De Qulncy terms 'literature of knowledge' whose purpose is to teach and not to move.
Is

the liter ture of power wheat function is

the re
b.

It

'to move*

derwith which we are concerned.
What do you do to secure appreciation?
"Use 'Free Reading' method where possible;
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gulde pupil's choice of literature."
This answer is almost negligible in
that no
definite standards are set up in the
development of
a specific piece of literature.
Furthermore, guiding
a ouoil's reading will have little
appreciable effect
outside of school unless defl ,lte nta-.id-.rds of
appreciation have been instilled in f£i pupil.
This can
be

io:i=

only by effective teaching of literature in

class from which the pupil will have his appreciation
of the ri~ht kind of liter- ture greatly heightened.

9.

Connecticut
a.

:

.7hat

is appreciation?

"The determination of true values",
"vhat

is

meent by 'true values' Is not entirely

clear.

The vagueness of the definition would imply

a like

understanding in the mind of the author if it

w-^re

not shown otherwise in her answer as to the pro-

cedure of securing a noreola tlon.
b.

"That do

you do to secure appreciation?

"Wide range of reading; talk interestingly

about literature; display enthusiasm
moving pictures of stories read; connecting olots, characters, etc. or literature

with every day experiences and life; make
a

startling accusation

on subject.

Use as

— challenge

a way

the class

to introduce a

-81-

new piece of literature; make an as-

tounding exaggeration."

Although the definition implied

a

vagueness in

the mind of the author as to the real meaning
of the
term, it is apparent from the methods used in dev-

eloping aopreoiat Ion that this teacher should be extremely successful in her attempt.

High ideals and

attitudes shoald be imbued in the pupils as the result of such challenging activity in the development

and broadening of their character.

10.

North Dakota
a.

That is appreciation?

"The understanding and e.ijoymcnt of lit-

erature; and an understanding of, in-

terest In, and love for g

-od

literature,

The enjoyment presupooslng understanding."

The teacher who formulated this definition suggests
that intellectual and emotional reactions sublimate the

undemta nding.

The entire scope of pupil growth and

development are provided in thi? explam: tion.
b.

What do you do to secure appreciation?

"Read aloud; bring out pupils' reactions
by discu -sio

is;

dwell on fine passages;

give necessary background; crediting ex-

tensive reading In fields In which the

pupil Is interested; relating literature

-82-

studled to everyday life."
The method used be; rs out the
understanding of
the term. Appreciation should be
the outcome.

11.

Ke itucky
a.

,/hat

is appreciation?

"Student's ability to capture from reading some part of the original inspira-

tion by which the author produced his

literature."
If 'original inspiration* means the ideals
and

noble thought which the author la endeavoring
to

bring clearly to his reader, then undoubtedly
If real appreciation,

t.

Is

What more can be expected

{

the reader if he is successful In securing this
orig-

inal inspiration,
b.

",hat

do you do to secure appreciation?

"Oral reading, especially poetry; dis-

cussion of ideas involved, capability
or bofuty of author's style; homely

illustrations which will tend to make
pupils realize how the ideals and ideas

presented either are or may become a
part of their lives."
If the intellectual element is not stressed too

much by
come.

tills

teacher appreciation should be the out-

The emphasis, however, appears from what is

given to be mainly intellectual.

-3312.

Washington
a.

That is appreciation?

"The power of a student to reach to

the emotion or situation portrayed
in a selection.

The emotional aspect of the teaching of literature is all that is considered in this definition.
It is inferred that the Intellectual view would pro-

bably be neglected.

The development of the element

of understanding not only of the plot but of the
style of the liter ture is omitted.

The more the

student knows about the literature studied the keener
his appreciation is apt to be.
b.

do you do to secure apprecis tlon?

"'hat

"Ask,
'

'"'hat

do you think about

hat effect has

like

or not?

?';
*

?';

'Do you

etc. ".

It can be seen from the method presented that
the Intellectual element is neglected in that the

pupil's own opinion is all that is asked.

It is

impossible to continue over a period of weeks with
this method.

It appears from this answer that the

teacher makes no provision" for a variety in the work

which would secure the interest of the pupils.

Such

a method as is given in the answer would become in-

tensely monotonous after two or three daye.
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Rhode Ialand

13.

a.

Vhat ia appreciation?
"ii

wlae appralaal of values of life

and art.

The power of finding the

universal In the specific."
The word 'values' in this definition la too

broad.

Just what it includes has to be inferred.

The emotional element is not taken into consideration.
b.

That do you do to secure appreclstion?

"Reading aloud, either by the teacher
or by good riders; the bringing in

of extraneoua material which links
the matter in hand with the other
arta and with daily life.

Dramatiza-

tion; attending of related play a or

movies; comparing the unknown with
the known; building up interest in

authors.
The method presented by this teacher should secure the interest of the pupils.

The intellectual

development ia omitted in that no provision is made
for the necessary study of the background and style

of the author.

Thla does not mean that much tech-

nical matter should be denlth with, but such material which will suit the group in question will do

much to heighten their appreciation.
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Idaho
What Is appreciation?

a.

Ability

to

understand and enjoy sym-

pathetically the best in literature.
Th.le

definition is too vague in that we do not

know what Is meant by 'best*,

m9

*

"bat is meant by 'best*

be directly Opposed to the standards which
have

been set up in this study for the development of
appreciation.
b.

Sbat do you do to secure appreciation?

"Encourage wide reading; foster sympathetic Interpretation; reports on
favorites; furnish worthwhile book

lists."
The method for the development of appreciation
is as indefinite as the definition indicates.

planning is necessary in the torching of
literature for definite results.

a

Specific

piece of

Just what advantage

is there in furnishing 'worthwhile book lists* if no

definite follow-up is made.

Surely this will not se-

cure appreciation of Itself.

North Carolina

15.

a.

What is appreciation?
"A

sympathetic- understanding or the

ability to evaluate Justly."
.

The Intellectual aspect Is the only one consid-

ered in this definition.

-86b.

'tfhat

do you do to secure appreciation?

"Use of pictures, discussions, explan-

ations, experienC3s of the students
if possible, comparisons and contrasts

with other works In the same field and
by cre3tlve work resulting from the

study of some particular piece."

Although the definition stresses the intellectual
element in the development of appreciation, the method

provides for a well-rounded growth of the pupil.

16.

11 s sour
a.

"hat is appreciation?

"Understanding plus enjoyment".
This definition is vague in that what is meant
by 'understanding'
b.

is not stated.

What do you do to secure appreciation?
"Otudy enough of the period, the author,

and the type of production to compre-

hend the author'

s

aim;

the difficulty

of his task; and the degree of his
success; enliven the w rk with 'hurcan
Interest* material; study the production
to underrtand its meaning; point out the

characteristics that make it enjoyable."

Although the definition is vague as to the meaning of the term 'Hnder tanding*

,

it is apparent from

-37the method presented that the instructor means more
than a knowledge of the plot.

It would seem that appre-

ciation should result from such presentation of material.

17.

Maine
a.

V/hat is

appreciation?

"ability to get the proper perspective
on an object.

It is the mental quality

that enables one to see the relation of
the parts of a pattern to the whole and

from a knowledge of the whole to feel
the proper worth of the object considered.

This definition is concerned with the intellectual
pre.r.ine of the whole.

Emphasis of this phase to the exclusion

is to style.

of enjoyment
b.

It seems that the referenoe here

'.vould

end in anything but appreciation.

"hat do you do to secure appreciation?

"Intelligent r

s

Hng; a-sociate with the

piece read the historical and social

background which gt*e the real meaning
to the piece."

The method presented verifies the criticism of
the definition.

18.

New Jersey
a.

What Is appreciation?

"Intellectual understanding and emot-

ional alignment

— the

ability to exper-

-33lence Indirectly through sympathy
and Imagination what is occurlng to
others.

Judging this definition by the stnndarda set
up In thi3 study, it can be seen that it fulfills

all the requirements.

This definition is of interest

in that It was formulated by

one of the oldest teachers

in the school system.
fe«

What do you do to secure appreciation?

"Secure an understanding of the text;

comprehension of the central idea.

Following this study of the author's
method of teaching the subject

— his

style, method of approach, the author's

personality as reveled in his writings,
the life of the times as Dortray^d by
the text.

theme— the depth and truth with

is the

which

The test important, however,

a

piece of literature presents

thoughts and feelings of universal significance.

Simplicity should mark gen-

eral study such as socialized recitation, dramatlzat ions, oral reading, use

of pictures.

The more variety the greater

the result."

The method presented 19 the one advocated by this
study.

From that point of view, then, appreciation of

-89the fullest power should be the outcome.

It is very

evident from the full answer to the question that thl

teacher has

definite understanding of the method of

a

developing aopreclatlon.

When the teacher has such a

clear understanding of this objective it follows that
her work will be definitely planned to accomplish the

result that is required.

19.

New Jersey
a.

What is appreciation?

"Understanding plus enjoyment."
As has been ststed in other such answers, the

definition is too

van:ue.

The word 'understanding*

needs clarifying.
b.

What do you do to secure appreciation?
"I

try to Impart as much information as

possible within a short time.

Interest

is rooted in information to a gre- t ex-

tent.

Visual aids give Information rap-

idly."
•This method may be nuestioned soaewhat as to the

rapidity with which the information is given.

Too

great rapidity will be negligible as the students

will be unable to retain what has been given to them.
The entire emohasis here seems to be intellectual;

although it is agreed that 'interest is rooted in Information to a great extent', interest will wane if

-90the whole emphasis Is uoon 'fact -'etting'.

If in-

formation can be given at which tire the emotions
are aroused the result will be more effective,

20.

Utah
a.

That Is appreciation?
"New view of life which moves student
Into

a

n=w world.

consciousness

Appeal to the inner

— the

soul, aiSpeal to the

outer consciousness— the painter's eye,
both of which lead to Inspiration."
The appeal to the soul corresponds to the emotional response while the apoes.1 to the eye, to the

When those combine to present a new

intellectual.

view of life there is understanding and inspiration.
This represents

a

complete understanding from the

ooint of view of this study.
b.

What do you do to secure appreciation?
/'I

try to bring the subject matter with-

in the comprehension of the average

pupil, so he may be able to catch a
gle8.m of something h^ has

or felt hitherto.

not rensad

Thin is somewhat

difficult as pupils are not equally
qualified."
This teacher places the emphasis upon the dev-

elopment of character which is the primary aim of
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edueatlon.

It l s seen that
ahe does this by both

the emotional and
Intellectual approach.

^
^ ^

It la evident fro,
consideration of the
Preaented th-t out of
twenty

^

Z

teachera to who,
qulrlos wore sent only
8lx provide fQp
g
inite understanding of
appreciation fro, the ooint
of
view of this study.
The system to ,-hlch
Inoulrles
were a.nt represent a
fairly true cross-secti
,n of oubHe ,-condary education in this
country.
The results
indicate that approximately
25t of tho;g?

^

lnyefltlgated

have an adequate understanding
of the
jective in the teaching of
liter ture.

Appreciation is
actio

!3

Lt

worthy ob-

very abatract quality.

a

Re-

w:-ich we term "evidences
of aporeci.tlon" are

meaningless and |tele.

individual.

in proportion to the
abatract-

Im«mi.u
Appreciation
la relative

n~aa of aonr^cl
1
-m
C1 tlD!1#
••
i

?

.

1

To some, appreciation la

reaction, to others,

a

:,

n

to the

Intellectual

reaction of pleasure and Joy .

Physical reacti-na may not always
be construed as evidence of appreciation for a boy who
ia extrenely animated
during, the literature period may be
thinking of
the

privilege ho is to have aft-r aohool in
driving the
now car which the family haa just
purchaaed.
Real
appreciation in moat caaea can not be
ascertained in
a ahort time, but often takea a
period of
ye.-.

rs,

for

appreciation growa alowly and developa with
life.
It
involves the whole personality and developa
with it.
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Appreclatlon, it is agreed, la concerned with
the emotions primarily.

For

thai a

reason, it is diffi-

cult to measure it or to secure evidences which wo are
sure are the result of bona fide appreciation.

It la

apparent from the answers given by tho teachers to
whom inquiries were 3ent that they, too had nothing
but personal opinion to offer in answer tn this question.

The answers to the inquiry were quite consis-

tent.

question Three

What are the evidences of appreciation?
"Interest

Questions
Puzzled expressions
Dreamy face3

Reactions

— conclusions

of pupils

Sustained interest and work by individual
pupils even after class has finished
project.

Pure enjoyment

Understanding
"'ide

reading

Raised hands

Character development
Realization of place of classes of literature
-Adoption of words and ideas met

Apparent interest in good literature.

-93Wrapt attention during reading of apiece

of literature

Desire of pupils for more of assignment
Remarks made by pupils outsiae of olaas on

course t^ken

Expression in eyes
Their own ability to read the original in-

telligently or to give its substance
back to you though it is possible for
a oupll to do this without aooreciation.

Verdict of old students who remember the teacher
as one who taught them to love poetry,

for instance.

Evidence that pupils

re-ti

other literature

voluntarily because insolred by class
work.
A

student's general attitude

Tone in reading
The bringing in of unsolicited material re-

lated to work.
The writing of unrequired stories and poems

Poetry and art notebooks

Greater volume of reading of better material
Evidence of appreciation are apparent wheh,
-through intelligent reading, the pupil
sees the relation of the parts to the

whole.
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Abllity of the student of literature to
see its relation to life.

Repose and calm that follows."
The answers listed above to the question as to
the evidences of appreciation comprise the number of

different responses.
ority of answers.

Many of them appear in the maj-

It can be seen that agreement is

quite general and that teachers Judge the development of appreciation mainly from facial expression.

Because appreciation desls largely with the emotions
and as such is abstract, little csn be done to prove

the presence of appreciation except in such general

reactions.

It has been suggested that an apparatus

to test the blood pressure might be used, but that
is both impracticable and not infallible.

The next oolnt with .which

v,e

are concerned is

the result to the Question as to whether or not ex-

aminations aid or inhibit appreciation.
tion

h' s

been

m

This ques-

te thoroughly discussed in this

study and all that is necessary is to present the

data collected on this question.

Question Four

Are examinations an aid or an inhibition to the

development of appreciation?
1.

"I consider examinations an aid to some

extent as they are often su gestive, and

-95an alert-mind will catch 30 re of these

suggestions.

I

do not know but

I

con-

sider then of more value to the tea cher t

"Ordinary exams, are bad in
I

t

is field.

use questionnaires in which the oupils

give opinions."
"Yes, an inhibition if the co -rve points to

examins tions.

RO f

if they may exoress re-

actions to what they have real."

"Examinations should be easy for the pupil
who really appreciates; they afford him an

opportunity to express his thoughts."
"An inhibition."
"

Neith-r

— they

neither aid or inhibit an

appreciation.

Merely a means of testing

knowledge.
"An inhibition,"
"An inhibition to most conscientious students.

"If conducted properly they can aid,"
"An inhibition"
"An inhibition if detail is stressed."
"An inhibition— pupil Is hampered by

of critical habits;

a

lack

it is difficult for

high school boys and girls to express at
length why they like what they re-d."

"Inhibit development"
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14.

"An aid"

15.

"Reacts differently on dii'ferent children.
If preceded by good teaching it ir not a

hindrance.
16.

"3oth.

Depends upon stress pl?ced upon

Also depends upon

them by the teacher.
type of examination."

Oral best."

IT.

"An inhibition for most part.

13.

"Yes, if oade chief concern of ^ork."

19.

"Neither, as they are merely a means of

testing knowledge.
20.

"An inhibition if they are factual.

should be motivated

by

Learning

An aid if

interest.

they are creative."

The deflntle results of this 'yes or no

1

answer

can best be shown by a graph.

ARE EXAMINATIONS AN AID OR AN
INHIBITION TO THE

DEVILMENT

OP APPRECIATION?
An aid

Inhibi-

4elth.\r

to the

tion

10

value

.lore

teacher

3

1

Depends upon
the type of
exam, and the
stress placed
noon exams.

In view of
f.inlte

the?

feet,

that apprecin tion as a de-

objective In the teaching of literature has

been a development of the past few years, the results
in this study are not too discouraging.

'Hthin the

next few years great advancement, no doubt, will be
made.

3o ne progressive school systems have already

shown marked l.iter-ot in this ohase of Snglish work
by

separating literature and comoosition work.

ent teachers

-are

Differ-

secured for this appreciation work

and are trained under competent supervisors in order

that the aim of this objective may be most fully realized.
As a result of the economic situation in the

country, there will be more leisure time.
duty of the school to train pupils

i

ment of attitudes and Ideals so that
may be put to worthy use.

i

It is the

the develop-

leisure time

tills

The school must present and

imbue hobbles and interests which will carry over Into
the life of the individual

& f ter

he leaves school.

The building of attitudes is the chief

Beattfl

for

insuring continued learning in any subject or field of
work after the individual leaves school.

The work must

have some appeal along the lines of satisfaction, pleasure,

f -cling

of value, importance or need, or he will

not normally turn to it for help or guidance in attempting
to satisfy his needs and Interests in life.

If a pupil

-98has definite need a, it in certain that he will en-

deavor to realize them throughout his life.

It is

this v ry thing which gives hope for the futu-e and

renewed confidence In the work of the institution of
the school.

Teachers who center their entire attention upon
the knowledge and skills and habits that the pupils

should learn and neglect the appreciative elements
and fail to develop appropriate attitudes

regarding

such work, will never succeed in fitting the indi-

viduals prooerly for life.

They will lac'- strong in-

terests, tastes, standards, and ideals which are ess-

ential to a well-rounded life.

APPENDIX

REVIEW OP LITERATURE

There Is perhaps no other
subject In the curriculum to which research and
experimentation have contribute more than in the case of
English.
There is
one phaae of the te-chlng of
English-that of appreciatior
which ha. received v-ry little
attention until the
last five years.

There have been

have touched u

thia subject, but b ? csu,e school

>on

vs

rlous authors who

systems have done little to make
aporeciation a definite objective the work of the
writers has been very

indefinite.

For thia reason, it has been difficult

in this study to secure data on the
topic of appre-

ciation.

Sever- 1 books although written some
years

ago have proved themselves extremely valuable
in the

basic nrinclole of teaching to develop appreciation.
TALES OH TEACHING LITERATURE by Arlo Bates deals

with the teaching of literature in a practical
fashion.
It is a discussion of the difficulties to be surmounted
in the course of every-day experience.

The author has

tried to impress the reader throughout that no teacher

should be content with merely formal or conventional
results, but should be determined that pupils shall be

brought to some understanding of what literature really
is and to some appreciation of literature as an art.

The idea which the author so strongly stresses is the

possibility of arousing in children an appreciation of

the spirit and the teachings of the gre-t writers, a

love for good books which may lead them to «o on with
the study after they have passed beyond the schoolroom.

The b >ok is full of every-day common sense and

was exceedingly helpful in many respects.
J.

Hose Colby in LITERATURE AND LIFE IN SCHOOL

presents a plea based on a consideration of the essential
business of the school, of the essential need of children
of the real nature of the subject, and of its true, its

proper work in building and molding the lives of children
It is helping in the general character of the material

to be used and of the method of handling the material.
A very terse

literature w
>Vllliam P.

s

discussion of the methods of teaching

given in GREATNESS IN LITERATURE by

Trent.

This discussion was valuable in that

it presented suggestions for overcoming barriers in the

teaching of literature.

For a discussion of appreciation and the principles whlcli it involv-s

I

found THE APPRECIATION OF

LITERATURE by George E. Woodberry very practical.

He

takes the various forms of literature and discusses

each in detail.

This book would be interesting to the

novice in the study of literature and would aid him
in the, appreciation of literature in a very clear and

concise manner.

11 i

The work which

I

found the most valuable la a

recent publication by Noble
Lee Garrison. It waa
published in 1933 and is entitled
THE TECHNI UE AND
ADMINISTRATION OP T2AC UNO.
This comprehensive, cogent dlBcusaion presents a
well-integrated theory and
practice designed to unify the work
of learning, teaching, and self-supervision.
It makes clear the fundamentals of a successful teaching
technique from both
a psychological and an
empirical point of view,
it
makes provision for the teaching
technique of appreciation
the objectives and aims of the teacher.
It offers a wealth of suggestions
and an analyses of
specific pieces of literature to be taught
for appreciation.
I highly recommedd this book
for every teacher's
library regardless of the subjeot she may
teach.

m

It is

pertinent for every subject.
In my search for a definition of liters ture
and

an understanding of the function of liter ture

I

found

the nineteenth century prose writers to be my
greatest
aid.

De Aulncy's essay on Literature of Knowledge and

the Literature of Power made uery clear the distinctions
in the forms of literature which has been very puzzling.

All the books listed in the bibliography performed
a function in the development of this thesis,

but their

contribution was of

have dis-

a

general eff

-ct only.

I

cussed in detail the ones which offered the most in

furthering the development towards the goal in view.

lv
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